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“LAGAN COLLEGE”

OFFICIAL STOCKIST LAGAN COLLEGE

254-256 Woodstock Road, Belfast BT6 9DN
Tel: (028) 9045 8372    Email: Littlesmenswear@gmail.com

Visit our website: www.littlesmenswear.com

NOW STOCKING BOYS 6TH FORM BLAZERS

REG, SLIM & SKINNY FIT

Habitat’s 
Online 
Escape Room

www.habitatni.co.uk

Join us as we travel the world and visit Habitat projects in this 
online expedition. We hope you will have fun as you complete 
the challenging puzzles and exciting games. We also hope 
that you will learn more about why housing is vital in breaking 
the cycle of poverty and in helping to drive the sustainable 
development goals. That’s why Habitat is focused on building 
a world where everyone has a safe place to live.  

So pack your bag and sign up for the journey!

www.habitatonlineexpedition.ie

Volunteer 
in ReStore
Got a few hours to spare and want to make a difference in our 
community?

Volunteer at Habitat ReStore where there are volunteering 
opportunities for people of all backgrounds. Your commitment can 
provide learning and experience, which benefits volunteers too! 

ReStore volunteers must be 16 years or older, apply on our 
website now!

www.habitatni.co.uk/restore

Raise your 
voice
At Habitat for Humanity we believe that every man, woman 
and child should have a safe place to live.

By 2030, 1 in 4 people will live in poor housing conditions. The 
fast-moving challenge posed by the COVID-19 pandemic adds 
another urgent reason to ensure that people can shelter at 
home and protect their health and families.

Raise your voice, learn more and sign our petition!

www.habitatni.co.uk/petition 
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2020 will go down in our history books as 
a year that no one will never forget! Not just 
because of the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
sad loss of life and family heartache around 
the globe, but also because of the deep 
humanitarianism shown by many, the acts 
of genuine kindness and the resilient spirit 
discovered.

It is truly remarkable to me that, the worst of 
times often brings out the best in people. I was 
witness to this in our school community during 
lockdown this year. Little did we know at the 
start of January, when we brought in the New 
Year with hope and excitement, what would 
actually lie ahead of all of us. 

St Patrick’s Day will forever be marked in my 
mind as the week that schools in NI entered 
lockdown and all schools moved to online 
learning very rapidly. I wish to express my 
sincere thanks to our children, families, staff, 
Governors and Directors for the immense 
help and support given to one another to 
get us through the global pandemic and 
diffi cult times. Lagan College’s ethos of Ut Sint 
Unum – ‘That They May Be One’ - was never 
more evident and tangible than during those 
uncertain and challenging months. 

I am incredibly proud of all that we did 
collectively, in the midst of unprecedented 
times. I believe that Lagan College played its 
small part by delivering home-schooling and 
caring for a small number of key workers’ 
children on site and in conjunction with our 
friends at Forge Integrated Primary School.

Nevertheless, I think we all know that the 
true Lagan Legends are the thousands of 
frontline workers in health, retail, policing, fi re 
service, council workers and essential workers, 

who we are all really grateful and indebted 
to - many of whom are past students and our 
loved ones, friends and family members. 

During lockdown, it was the random acts 
of brilliance and kindness in our school 
community that touched our hearts, including 
the Kelly family’s wonderful idea to utilise our 
school science/technology goggles and face 
visors for the NHS, Tyler Gould’s “Brave the 
Shave”, and Jamie Spiers’ Easter Egg delivery 
to the Ulster hospital. If that wasn’t enough, 
set against unknown risk, Mr Fitzsimmons, 
Catering Manager, donated food to local 
shelters and churches, Mrs Grant, Miss 
Atkinson and Mrs Mulholland undertook 
in-school care and the exam team, led by 
Miss Atkinson, Mrs Leckey and Miss Fullerton, 
worked tirelessly on behalf of all our students 
to get their Centre Assessed Grades at GCSE 

and A level completed. 
However, it would be remiss of me not 

to share that during this time, we also 
experienced our own school sadness with the 
loss of our amazing dinner lady, Cathy Brown, 
who bravely fought cancer over the last three 
years. Geoff and the boys continue to be in our 
thoughts and prayers. We also do not forget 
the many staff and students, who faced other 
personal struggles during lockdown. 

To be honest, when the school year came 

to an end, we all needed a well-deserved rest 
and time to refl ect and recharge, especially the 
parents who had taken on their new role as 
teachers!

Whilst we were not able to have many 
coming of age moments with our students 
and to say goodbye in person, we used our 
creativity, sense of humour and technology 
to good effect. I am a fi erce advocate that 
there is always a way, always a solution! It 
was therefore no surprise that we saw many 
amazing examples of innovation being 
showcased. Head Boy, Reuben Kane and 
Head Girl, Amy McCloy and the Senior Prefect 
Team created a wonderful video for Sixth 
Form students, the e-Learning team went 
above and beyond in helping and guiding 
the entire school community online and the 
pastoral teams created many Recognise and 
Reward challenges, competitions and videos 
to motivate, inspire and support our young 
people. 

Even amidst all the COVID-19 uncertainty and 
challenge, the school symbol of the sunfl ower 
served to remind us all that there is always 
hope. Continuing to be optimistic, school has 
now re-started and it is great to see our young 
people back again. A vaccine is imminent, 
Santa is coming and there will always be the 
excitement and possibility of snow days! 

So, let’s look forward to 2021 and all that 
it will hold for Lagan College as we will be 
celebrating our 40th Anniversary, and I trust by 
that stage we can enjoy many events together 
in person, with no masks, no social distancing, 
lots of singing, dancing, laughter and fun! 

I cannot wait to say thank you and farewell 
to long serving members of staff, including Ms 
Coudiére (Head of French), Mr Wishart (Head 
of History), Mrs Burke (Classroom Assistant) 
and Mrs Cochrane (Admin Offi cer) who retired 
or moved on to new ventures at the end of the 
year. 

We hope you enjoy this year’s Voices 
magazine, in what was an unprecedented 
school year of two halves. There are so many 
memories, fun experiences and achievements 
contained within that I know you and your 
family will enjoy reading it and it will uplift your 
spirits. 

I wish to thank Mrs Hill for making this year’s 
edition possible and to the Ulster Tatler for its 
publication. 

Take care and stay safe.

PRINCIPAL’S
FOREWORD

 Mrs Amanda McNamee, 

Principal.
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Welcome to the 2019/2020 edition of the Lagan 
College magazine… and what a year that 
was! 

In September 2019 we welcomed our new 
intake of Year 8 students, but little did we know 
back then that they, along with the rest of our 
students, wouldn’t get the chance to complete 
the full year in school. Despite this, our students 
still managed to continue their learning at 
home from mid-March until the end of June 
and had taken advantage of the diversity of op-
portunities and experiences that were available 
for our students up until this point. Our school 
values of equality, respect, reconciliation and 
service are evident in our day to day activities 
and we encourage all of our students, and 
their families, to embrace the College’s core 
values and ethos, whether that be in school or 
at home.

The world is a scary place right now. The 
year 2020 began with the wildfi res in Australia 
which saw many people lose their homes and 
millions of indigenous species perish in the 
fl ames. We watched the news with horror. It 
appeared that our world was on fi re. Just as 
the situation was being brought under control, 
news of a new virus in Wuhan, China was 
being reported. It wasn’t long after that reports 
of the virus in other countries were being 
recorded, with the fi rst case of Covid 19 being 
reported in Northern Ireland on 27th February.  
By Monday 23rd March we were all under 
‘lockdown’…a word that we were all too soon 

to become accustomed to, and our school 
doors had been closed indefi nitely. 

Our students continued to learn from 
home, through google classroom and online 
communication.  Life slowed down and some 
people spent time doing things that they en-
joyed – walking, making art, listening to music, 
baking and spending time in the garden. We 
communicated through technology, we said 
our sad farewells via Zoom to Ms Coudiere, Mr 
McCaugherty, Mr Wishart and Mrs Cochrane 
and made plans to give them a proper send 
off as soon as we were able to. Each day 
brought new challenges but also new learning 
experiences. Each of us had a very different 
experience during this time. Some of us were 
anxious, others enjoyed the slower pace, some 
of us enjoyed working from home and some of 
us didn’t like the lack of structure and routine. 
We all had a different experience of the same 
global situation and that is because we ARE 
all different. And that is ok. Difference should 
never be seen as something bad or something 
to be feared, it is something that should be 
celebrated. 

John Hume, who passed away in August, 
was widely regarded as one of the most 
important fi gures in the recent political history 
of Ireland, one of the architects of the North-
ern Ireland peace process and winner of the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 1998. He understood and 
respected the importance of difference and 
diversity.

“Difference is the essence of humanity. 
Difference is an accident of birth and it should 
therefore never be the source of hatred or 
confl ict. The answer to difference is to respect 
it. Therein lies a most fundamental principle of 
peace – respect for diversity.”  John Hume

We live in an ever increasingly diverse soci-
ety. Diversity, like integration, is not something 
to be feared. It is to be celebrated! In Lagan 
College we continually strive to educate our 
students in an environment not only where 
self-esteem and independence are developed 
as priorities, but also in an environment of 
self-respect and respect for others. Our College 
ethos, Ut Sint Unum, (That They May Be One), 
is fostered to ensure inclusion of students from 
different religions, cultures, genders, abili-
ties and socio-economic backgrounds. We 
encourage open-minded attitudes amongst 
our students as well as building the confi dence 
and ability to question, observe, listen and 
make informed decisions. We encourage our 
students to celebrate and embrace difference. 
If we educate children to be accepting and 

understanding of others we help create a more 
peaceful and shared environment for them to 
grow in.

We, as the largest integrated school in 
Northern Ireland, celebrate all of our students’ 
traditions and indeed their achievements. 
We have close links with our alumni and it is 
wonderful to see the many varied pathways 
which they have chosen and the impact that 
an integrated education and ethos has had on 
their lives. Our ‘Lagan family’ is spread across 
the world and it is heart-warming to hear how 
much of an impact the College is still having on 
their lives to this day.

As we embrace a new, yet uncertain, 
academic year, we welcome all our Year 8 
students and new staff members and trust that 
they will take on all of the challenges that come 
with change. We encourage our students to be 
open-minded, to question, observe, listen and 
make informed decisions and to celebrate and 
embrace difference. 

This year’s edition of Voices is testament 
to everything that our students have accom-
plished over the past year, despite the diffi cult 
circumstances. They continue to excel academ-
ically, artistically and athletically. The ethos and 
values of our school continue to be lived out 
daily as we share in our school community and 
in our learning.

I would like to thank all the students, staff 
and parents who contributed to the College 
magazine this year and to past pupil Richard 
Sherry and his team at the Ulster Tatler for all 
their hard work.

I hope you enjoy reading this year’s edition 
of Voices.

Mrs Deborah Hill
Editor

EDITOR’S 
CORNER

“

“
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Difference is 
the essence of 
humanity. Difference 
is an accident of 
birth and it should 
therefore never be 
the source of hatred 
or confl ict. 

Mrs Deborah Hill, 
Editor.
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 LIST OF STAFF 
2019-2020

MRS A MCNAMEE Principal/English/Drama/Prince’s Trust
MISS J ATKINSON Vice-Principal (Teaching & Learning)/Business 
 Studies
MISS D COLLINS Vice-Principal (Pastoral Care)/Art
MRS M MACKEY Bursar (Director of Finance and Personnel)
MR M MONTGOMERY Senior Teacher - Head of Timetabling, Sims/Health
 & Safety/Science
MRS L GRANT Senior Teacher - Head of Junior School/English

MRS D CARLISLE Senior Teacher - Head of 
 Senior School/Geography (maternity leave)
MR S HARE Senior Teacher - Head of Post 16 Studies/RE
MRS U WALTERS Senior Teacher - Head of Additional Educational 
 Needs/English
MR N MCGUIGAN Senior Teacher - Head of Student Progress, Data & 
 Assessment/PE
MRS L MULHOLLAND Senior Teacher - Acting Head of Senior School/ICT

Leadership Team

ART & DESIGN
MS E NIBLOCK Head of Art & Design
MRS G COOKE (part-time)
MRS D HILL Technician/Co-Ordinator 

of the College Magazine & Newsletter
MISS J ROGAN Head of Year 14
MRS J STEVENSON Moving Image Arts

(maternity leave)
MISS L THOMPSON Moving Image Arts 
 (maternity cover)

BUSINESS STUDIES
MRS A MCALORUM Head of Business Studies
MRS S CONNOR Spanish (part-time)
MR C GARDNER  Assistant Head of Careers
MR E GRIEVE  Public Services/Hospitality
MRS P SURGENOR  Public Services (maternity leave)

CAREERS
MRS K BINGHAM Head of Careers/Science

CHAPLAINS
MRS H KILLICK R.E./Music/Assistant Choral Director
MR G SOWNEY  R.E.

DRAMA
MRS S JONES      Head of Drama (maternity leave)
MR R GRAY Acting Head of Drama/

Head of Year 12/Head of School Production
MISS D BURNS (maternity cover)

ENGLISH
MRS M BECKETT Head of English
MRS R MCBREEN  Assistant Head of English 
MS M BELL  Head of Year 10
MRS A COWIE
DR R CUMMINGS
MRS R HALLIGAN  History
MRS J RUSSELL
MISS F SMYTH     Public Services/Head of Year 9
MISS B YOUNG (temporary)

GEOGRAPHY
MRS N MAJOR Head of Geography
 Assistant Head of Careers
MRS A KENNING  (temporary)
MR B O’DONNELL

HISTORY
MR J WISHART  Head of History/Politics
MISS R MORGAN (part-time)
MR P MULHOLLAND Head of Learning for Life
 and Work/Citizenship
MR P ROSSI  Geography

MRS E QUINN Sociology (maternity leave)
MISS G MCGARRY (maternity cover)

HOME ECONOMICS
MISS L ELLIS  Head of Home Economics

Head of Health & Social Care
MRS C EDDY (part-time)
MS G FAIRLEY (maternity leave)
MRS Y MANNUS Technician
MISS E PHAIR
MR R RITCHIE Head of Year 8 (Temporary)

ICT
MR P KEMPS Head of ICT
MR K GRAHAM  Head of Computing
MR M BARRY E-Learning & Information 
 Systems Offi cer
MR B STRONG Audio Visual/ICT Technician

MATHEMATICS
MR D MOONEY Head of Mathematics
MISS M CAVANAGH
MS N HOLMES
MRS G DIAMOND
MS C HAUGHIAN   Assistant Head of Mathematics
MS M LECKEY Head of Examinations
MR C MCCANN Head of Staff Cover/Head 
 of Reporting
MRS S MCKEE  Head of Staff Development
MR E MACMANUS  Shared Education
 Co-ordinator

MODERN LANGUAGES
FRENCH
MS J COUDIÈRE Head of French (part-time)
MISS A BELL Head of Year 13
MRS M MILLS Head of Year 9/English

IRISH
MRS L QUIGG    Head of Irish/Occupational Studies

SPANISH
MR M NAVARRETE Head of Spanish
MRS T CASTILLO (part-time)
MISS S CHAPMAN (part-time)

LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS
MISS E BOUDANT  French
MRS E GOMEZ Spanish
MRS S RODRIGUEZ-GARCIA Spanish

MOVING IMAGE ARTS
MISS M MCCONVILLE Head of Moving Image 

Arts/Art

MUSIC
MR T MCCAY Head of Music
MRS MCCORD  Assistant Head of Music 
 & Orchestral Director
MR GARY BEGGS (percussion)
MRS CHRISTINE
DOHERTY (strings)
MR ASHLEY FULTON (voice)
MR PHILIP FERGUSON (brass)
MR SEAMAS O’LEABHRADH
MRS JAN KNOX (piano)
MISS RUTH MCGINLEY (piano)
MR RIKKI JORDAN (guitar/ukulele)
MS HELEN GUYOMARD (woodwind)
MR KWAME DANIELS (DJ)
MRS SARAH SMITH (woodwind)
MR STUART MAGOWAN (guitar)

POLITICS
MR F MCGUCKIN Head of Politics/History

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MR J MCCLOSKEY        Head of Physical Education/

Head of Boys Physical Education 
MISS J IRWIN         Head of Girls Physical Education/

Head of Year 11 (temporary)
MR G CONNOLLY
MRS R MCKNIGHT (part-time)
MRS S TODD  Head of Year 10 

(temporary)

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
MRS S LYON              Head of Religious Education
MISS F GODDARD
MRS B HEARTY (maternity leave)
MISS S MILLAR Health & Social Care

(maternity cover)
MR J STOKES

SCIENCE
MR D EWART   Head of Physics/

Duke of Edinburgh Co-Ordinator
MS D FULLERTON Head of Biology/Assistant 

Head of Examinations
MISS K WIGHTMAN Head of Chemistry/

Head of Year 12
MR D CARLETON Technician
MRS E FINNEGAN
MR L MATHISON Head of Year 11
MR B MCCANN  Technician
MR I MCCAUGHERTY Head of Applied Science
DR C MCCONNELL Head of Year 11
MR B SIMPSON Maths (temporary)
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF LAGAN COLLEGE
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SOCIOLOGY
MISS J MORGAN Head of Sociology

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN
MR D PLATT            Head of Technology & Design
MR A BAIRD
MR R BERRY  Technician
MR B HASSON  R.E
MRS A MCCRUDDEN
MR P PRIVILEGE Art/Contemporary Crafts
MRS C TAGGART H.E.

ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
MRS C GIBNEY              Assistant Head of Additional

Educational Needs/Literacy & Numeracy/Spanish
MS C CHARLEY        Peripatetic/Newcomer Support
MRS K CURRAN (peripatetic)
MRS R GORDON (peripatetic)
MRS C ALLEN Classroom Assistant
MISS M ANDREWS Classroom Assistant
MRS J BURKE Classroom Assistant
MRS J BURKE Classroom Assistant
MISS S CAMPTON Classroom Assistant
MRS N CARROLL Classroom Assistant
MRS S CHAMBERS Classroom Assistant
MRS W CULLEN Classroom Assistant
MR M DIAMOND Classroom Assistant
MRS D DODD Classroom Assistant
MS E GOMEZ Classroom Assistant
MR S GREW Classroom Assistant
MRS D HANLEY Classroom Assistant
MR J HENRIKSEN Classroom Assistant
MISS E HOLT Classroom Assistant
MISS C HUGHES Classroom Assistant
MISS T IRWIN Classroom Assistant
MS O JANCSURAK Classroom Assistant
MISS A KERR Classroom Assistant
MISS D KIRK Classroom Assistant
MRS L LEDDY Classroom Assistant
MRS F MACMANUS Classroom Assistant
MRS R MAGEE Classroom Assistant
MRS A MARTIN Classroom Assistant
MRS R MCBRIDE Classroom Assistant

MRS D MCCAUGHAN Classroom Assistant
MISS C MCCRORY Classroom Assistant
MRS P MCCULLOUGH Classroom Assistant
MRS G MCGETTRICK Classroom Assistant
MRS J MCKECHNIE Classroom Assistant
MISS A MCKEOWN Classroom Assistant
MRS A MORELAND Classroom Assistant
MISS S MORELAND Classroom Assistant
MR A MULLAN Classroom Assistant
MR A MURRAY Classroom Assistant
MISS L OSORIO GONZALEZ   Classroom Assistant
MRS D PIOTROWSKA-OBASANYA

Classroom Assistant
MS M REILLY Classroom Assistant
MS L RUDDY Classroom Assistant
MRS A STEWART Classroom Assistant
MRS N THOMPSON Classroom Assistant
MRS K WALKER Classroom Assistant
MRS M WHITE Classroom Assistant
MR D WILLIAMSON Classroom Assistant
MRS D ZHOU-ROSSI Classroom Assistant

ADMINISTRATION
MRS C BAKER Principal’s PA
MRS H COCHRANE Senior Clerical Offi cer
MS B DAWSON Assistant Bursar
MS F HUTCHINSON Senior Clerical Offi cer
MRS D TOHILL HR Manager

LIBRARIAN
MRS A BECKETT

MEDICAL TEAM
MRS N O’LOAN Nurse
MS U MCCLUGGAGE Nurse

PASTORAL CARE ASSISTANT
MRS L THOMSON

REPROGRAPHICS TECHNICIAN
MR M SMYTH  PR Offi cer

SIXTH FORM STUDY SUPERVISOR
MRS R BOGGS (maternity leave)
MISS L BROWN

MIDDAY SUPERVISORY ASSISTANTS
MRS V BLACKSTOCK
MRS B FALLOON
MRS B IRVINE
MRS J JOHNSTON
MRS J LILBURN
MRS R MCKIBBIN
MRS L MCMILLAN
MRS H PRENTICE
MRS M TEMPLETON

GRAHAMS FACILITIES MANAGEMENT TEAM
MR W MURPHY FM Services Manager
MR S MCDOWELL Caretaker
MR D MCHUGH Caretaker
MR A WEIR Caretaker

CATERING TEAM
MR R FITZSIMMONS
MRS N BICKER
MRS R BOULTER
MRS S MCMASTER
MISS G GRIEVE
MRS A INGLIS
MRS J CRAIG
MS L FLYNN
MRS C BROWN
MS P ROWAN
MR D DHALAI

All donations welcome

NOMINATED BY DIRECTORS  NOMINATED BY MINISTER
MR VINCENT CAFOLLA   MR ARTHUR SAVAGE
MS SHEINA RIGG   MS GEORGINA CAMPBELL
MR GRAEME KANE   MR PETER COLLIGAN
MRS PATRICIA WOODS   MR ADRIAN HARVEY
MR FRANCIS MARTIN (CHAIRMAN)   
MR ADAM TURKINGTON
    
ELECTED BY TEACHERS  ELECTED BY PARENTS
MRS LAURA MULHOLLAND  MR SCOTT BOLDT
MISS JACQUELINE ROGAN  MR BEN SEARLE      
   MRS PAULA ANDERSON
   MRS HELEN WALKER

DR BRIAN LAMBKIN   MR KEVIN MCVEIGH
MR ANDREW WOODS   MS LIZA WILKINSON 
FR TOM LAYDEN   MS FELICITY CINNAMOND
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HE in Lockdown 
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Junior school students took time over lockdown to perfect their culinary skills and cooked up a storm at home in their 
kitchens! Their Home Economics teachers were left feeling hungry when photos of all their amazing dishes came flooding 
into their inboxes. Well done everyone! I think we have a few Nigellas’ and Jamie Olivers’ in the making here!

Annalise Burnside

Aodhan Quigg

Daniel Melin Daniel Melin

Isaac Searle

Sam McLean
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Ben Molloy

Elle Furguson 

Nathan Boyd

Neela Edge

Mitchel McFarland 

Callum Rogan

Sam McLean

Reece 
McCann
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FAREWELLS...

John Wishart
There is a children’s picture book 
called the “The Smartest Giant in 
Town” by Julia Donaldson and Axel 
Scheffl er. It tells the story of a giant 
who, while making his way home, 
stops to help all the animals that 
are in trouble.

Mr Wishart was our giant! 
Think about it. This is the man 
who guided us all through the 
online learning of lockdown: his 
websites, quizzes, uplifting videos, 
demonstrations of useful apps and 
Zoom calls. He was so generous 
with his time and resources in our 
school and beyond. Was there 
anyone that was not benefi ting 
from his help?

When it came to being the Head 
of our History Department, he was 
typically modest about it being a 
team effort, despite leading us 
to some of our best ever results. Even better, he has patiently guided Miss Morgan 
(History) through the use of Google Classroom, something this writer predicted could 
not be done!

At the end of the story, the animals get together and present the giant with a card as 
a token of their thanks. It listed all the ways he had helped them and thanked him for 

being the “kindest 
giant in town”. Now 
Mr Wishart has 
moved jobs, I would 
need several books 
to chart his positive 
impact on us. Suffi ce 
to say, keep doing 
what you doing Mr 
Wishart! You have 
inspired so many of 
us to study History, 
Politics and to be 
better.

 Most of all we will 
really miss getting 
to spend as much 
time with our friend 
Mr Wishart and the 
undoubted “kindest 
giant in our town”.

Mr P Mulholland
History Teacher
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Hilary Cochrane
Hilary joined Lagan College in 2006. From 
the fi rst day working with Hilary, we could tell 
immediately that she was a calm, professional 
and friendly person and throughout her time 
here she never changed. 

Working in a school offi ce environment each 
day, with only a break away from each other at 
tea and lunch, requires you to work together as 
a team and working with Hilary was easy as 
we all worked well together, always keeping 
each other right and meeting the many time 
scales. We did fi nd time to have some great 
laughs, especially the day that Hilary arrived 
into school wearing two different coloured 
shoes!! There were a few other incidents which 
I will not mention.

Hilary enjoyed keeping fi t, craftwork, knitting, 
walking and gardening. Her garden was a 
great envy to us all and as for her keeping fi t! 
She could certainly show us all up, especially 
on a Staff Training Day when the whole staff 
walked up to the top of The Rath and Hilary 
was the fi rst to reach the top.

We wish Hilary all the best in her retirement 
with her partner John and her daughters Jill, 
Claire and Julie.

Hilary was the eldest person in Lagan 
College before she left and has now kindly 
handed the baton over to me. Thank you 
Hilary!

Ms Fiona Hutchinson
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Jeannie Burke
Mrs Jeannie Burke  decided to retire from her role as Classroom 
Assistant in January. Jeannie has worked at Lagan College for 24 years 
since 1996. 

Over the years, Jeannie worked with and cared greatly for many 
children including her own students William Strain, John Starrett and 
more recently Laura and Craig in the Learning Support Department. I 
know that those of us who got the chance to work with her thoroughly 
enjoyed her good nature and sense of fun - she will be thought of fondly 
and is highly regarded as an amazing classroom assistant who has 
touched and transformed the lives of many young people in Lagan 
College. Nothing was ever a bother to Jeannie.

We had many good times, tears and laughter down in the old mobiles 
with Ms Walker, Mrs Moreland and Mrs Thomson, as long serving CAs. 
Jeannie kindly helped Mr Alan Dalton and Mrs Frances Cotney to lead 
and manage the Learning Support Department when Mrs Alex McClung 
retired, and she cared for me when I came to Lagan College in 2004 
as a mere child and showed her motherly nature to our two youngsters 
Miss Irwin and Miss Moreland.

Jeannie has a heart of gold and I felt very privileged to have had 
the chance to work with her and get to know her husband Ivan and 
daughters. In recent years, she has become a very proud grandmother 
and now deserves to enjoy her free time fully with her family and friends. 
We will miss her laughter and child centred spirit! She got along with 
everyone and exuded the integrated ethos and values of Lagan College 
to the children and adults who she worked alongside and cared for. 

We wish Jeannie many, many years of happiness in her retirement 
and know that this isn’t goodbye as we will continue to keep in touch 
with her.

Mrs A McNamee
Principal

Ian McCaugherty
Ian joined the Science Department in September 2017 after having taught 
at Strangford Integrated College. He taught Biology to A level, BTEC Level 
2 Applied Science and oversaw the establishment of BTEC Level 3 Applied 
Science within the department. His enthusiasm and passion for Science, 
Biology in particular, was evident and he always saw the best in the young 
students he taught, encouraging them to always try their best.  

His role within the Eco-committee continued the initiatives established by Mr 
Patton and, with the members of the Eco-club, was successful in the school 
continuing to be awarded the Green Flag for excellence in environmental 
action and learning.

Ian loves rugby and is a huge fan of the Ulster Rugby Team, with many a 
cold and wet evening spent watching his beloved team playing at Ravenhill. 
During his time at Lagan College, he worked alongside Mr McGuigan to start 
a Year 8 rugby team and attended a number of rugby matches with them. 
He was able to use his contacts with Ulster Rugby to bring in speakers and 
coaches to help the boys learn more about what is needed to make them 
become better rugby players.  

Ian was great at bringing the Science Department together socially or 
looking after our wellbeing, whether it was organising a wee night out for food, 
getting a few donuts in for a meeting or organising the Secret Santa for the department.  He will be missed within the department and in the 
Breeny Staffroom. We wish him all the best as he commences the next phase of his teaching career as Head of Biology at Belfast High School.  

Ms D Fullerton
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Pamela Surgeoner
In October, we saw the amazing and all-round amazing 
teacher, Pamela Surgenor leave Lagan College, to embark on a 
new adventure in Cullybackey College.  

Mrs Surgenor’s Lagan journey was as truly fabulous as her. Mrs 
Surgenor taught a plethora of subjects in Lagan, ranging from 
Business Studies, Maths and Public Services to ICT and R.E., 
highlighting her capability to change and adapt. Mrs Surgenor 
was also a highly dedicated form tutor who always put the well-
being and welfare of her students at the heart of everything she 
did. 

Mrs Surgenor had the unique ability to brighten up any room 
that she entered with her sparkly and bubbly personality. We 
will most certainly miss her enthusiasm, humour, energy and 
hilarious story-telling.  

There are many wonderful memories of Mrs Surgenor, yet 
ultimately my favourite memory will be her entertaining everyone 
in the staff room and organising staff social events as part of her 
role in the Social Committee. 

One of Mrs Surgenor’s legacies is the thoughtfulness and care 
she demonstrated towards students and staff alike, as well as 
spreading joy and kindness wherever she went.  

Despite our sadness, it is indeed bittersweet. We have loved 
making special memories with Pamela yet we know that she 
will have so much more time to spend with her lovely family 
without all the travelling and her favourite M2! We also know 
she will fl ourish in her new school as she embarks on her new 
adventure. Wishing you every success and happiness in the 
world, Pamela! Joelle Coudiere

In June, a true Lagan Legend left us! Ms Coudiére, after 29 amazing 
years as a French teacher, made the diffi cult decision to “retire”. In 
her case, this is more like “rewire”!

All the students taught by her will never forget her passion, 
commitment and, most especially, her huge personality and fun.

She always demanded nothing but the best from her students, and 
inspired so many to carry on their studies to University and beyond. 
But she didn’t just care about the students who found French easy. 
She was so focused on those who found it hard as well, and her 
belief was and is that Languages are for everyone.

She has organised many school trips to France and also ski trips to 
Switzerland. She is the best craic on a trip and there will be many 
a student whose lasting memories of Lagan include those trips to 
Nice, Paris and Haut Lac.

For those of us who have worked with her for many years, it is a 
huge wrench to see her go. She has been the beating heart of our 
department, organising most of your department nights out, and 
keeping us all laughing at lunchtimes.

Merci beaucoup, Joelle, for your brilliant leadership, your 
organisation and your dedication, et bonne chance!

Miss A Bell
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Looking back:Looking back:Looking back:

Gary Connolly, Gary McFadden, Jim

McCloskey and Conor Gardner.

Lagan College recently held a Fashion Show at La

Mon House Hotel. The show was organised on behalf

of the Parents Council and Staff Committee of Lagan

College and featured, pupils parents and teachers.FASHION SHOW

School principal

Amanda McNamee

and Gary McFadden.
Student at

Fashion Show

Maureen Ellson, Patricia Woods,

Sharon Elkin,  Amanda

McNamee and Linda Sage.

Karoline Scott, Stephen Rafferty,

Christine Anderson, Pete Cornwell,

Jamie-Lee Golding and Natalie Kearney.

Stacey Lemon, Jacqui Rogan,

Jayne Atkinson, Brendan Dowd,

Una Walters and Roisin Harbinson.

Mandy Fullerton and

Joan Thompson.

Gareth Hamilton and

Sara Truesdale.

Joan Thompson, Veronica McCrory,

Raymond and Mandy Fullerton,

Catherine and Jacqueline Mark.
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Friday 17 February saw the Event of the Year take place (the Yr 14 Formal, ofcourse!) in the swanky Culloden Hotel. The night was expertly planned andorganised by the Formal Committee under the smooth and savvyleadership of Hannah Brennan.  Well attended by students and staff, it wasa wonderful way to celebrate an unforgettable seven years at LaganCollege.The night sparkled with a champagne reception where glamorousguests posed with their respective dates for professional photos.  

Sincere thanks to the Culloden staff who served up a delicious threecourse meal which tasted as good as it looked. Conversation andlaughter flowed among the candle-lit tables with light relief provided byMichael Morrow and Josh Gill in their presentation of the Formal Awards.A hilarious addition to the evening’s programme, these sought-afterawards were presented to teachers and students alike, including “ClassClown”, “Teacher’s Pet” and the coveted “Lagan Legend Teacher”.  MrFarrimond faced off stiff competition to become the worthy winner and

received a well-deserved standing ovation.  After a vote of thanks to allinvolved, it was soon time to relax and dance the night away.  

Hannah Brennan instructed the DJ to “queue the music!” and the dancefloor was suddenly packed with groovy movers.  A photo-booth was afurther fantastic addition to the night’s entertainment, allowing students topose with various entertaining props and have their pictures printed offinstantly. The evening ended at midnight for staff with a “Lagan CollegeDance-Off” but the night simply notched up a gear for students as theyboarded buses to ferry them to their after-formal location in Belfast citycentre.  A not-to-be-forgotten evening created many fabulous memoriesfor conversations still to come.  

Many thanks to the staff who supported the evening in a variety of waysand to the Formal Committee for their creativity, hard work and tirelessdedication.  We had fun!

J Atkinson
Head of Sixth Form

YEAR 14 FORMAL
MAKE-UP, SPRAY TANS ANDHAIRDRESSING APPOINTMENTS…

THE DAY HAD FINALLY ARRIVED! 
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ROYAL VISIT

Stephen Reid, Joanne Reid
and Mayor of Castlereagh

Cllr Jim White.

Helen McHugh, Vincent
Cafolla and Dr. Jill McIvor.

Rosie Drysdale, Ian Bradley, Sharon Elkin
and Trevor Mitchell

Pupils and stafffrom Lagan College.

Helen Killick and Sharon Verwoerd with
Ashleigh Allen, Erin McKeown, Caitriona

McDonnell and Dan McParland.Prince Edward with pupils and staff
from Lagan College

The Earl of Wessex, Prince Edward, recently visited Lagan College.The Prince met with staff and pupils and saw demonstrations ofexperiments in a science classroom during the visit to mark theintegrated school’s 30th anniversary.
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Dempsey Andrews, Year 12, and

younger siste,r Brooke, Year 11, had

one of the biggest days of their lives

as they carried the 2012 Olympic

Flame as  Ambassadors! Dempsey

and Brooke received final confirmation

from the Olympic Committee in March

of their once in a lifetime offer to be

part of the 2012 Olympic Team. Both

girls were delighted to say the least!

Coca-Cola flame, Dempsey, an

inspirational, multi-award winning ice-

skater, will carry the iconic torch en

route from Dundonald on Sunday 3rd

June, while medal-winning dancer

and keen model, Brooke, had the

honour of carrying the official Olympic

Flame through her local area in

Dundonald on the same day. Proud

parents, Nicola & Billy, and Dempsey’s

twin brother Blaine, Year 12, are were

over the moon at the girls’ latest

achievement, commenting: “What a

very special day it was.

Champion Figure Skater, Kelsey Nolan,

Year 12 was also selected to carry the

Olympic Torch. She hopes that being

selected to carry the Olympic Flame

will be an inspiration to others who

might dream of one day being in her

position. Her words are full of

encouragement, vision and hope for

what the future might hold for

everyone. She modestly states, “If I can

do it, then anyone can!”

Congratulations, Kelsey, on all of your

amazing achievements.

With trophy and award cabinets

bursting at the seams at home,

Dempsey, Brooke & Kelsey will have to

find a new resting place for their

biggest trophy yet! They were able to

keep and put on display their official

2012 Olympic Torch which they lit and

carried for 300 metres on their special

day.

OLYMPIC TRIO TO LIGHT UP 2012
OLYMPIC TORCH ROUTE

Dempsey
Andrews

Kelsey
NolanBrooke

Andrews
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Lagan College celebrated student success
at their annual Junior Prize Evening in
September, proudly watched by parents,
staff, governors and guests. Special Guest
of Honour at this year’s event was Cecil
Linehan, founding member of the All
Children Together movement.

An array of awards were presented
including those for: Excellence in Effort,
Academic Achievement, Outstanding
Service and Sporting Achievement. Mrs
McNamee spoke of achievements and
successes throughout the year and the
audience listened to Mrs Linehan’s
comments and encouraging words. The
audience were entertained by the Junior
Group and the Junior String Trio before
enjoying refreshments at the reception
afterwards.

JUNIOR PRIZE GIVING
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ROYAL VISIT

Roisin Harbinson and
Patricia Woods

Richard Sherry, Helen Smyth
and Don Anderson.

The Earl of Wessex meets someLagan College pupils.
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NEW DRIVER SAFETY AMBASSADORS OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED THEIR 
SAFE MOTORING PRESENTATIONS AT LAGAN COLLEGE, BELFAST FOR 
THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2019/2020.

Sixth Form

Lagan College invited New Driver Safety Ambassadors to the school to speak to Year 13 students about safe motoring. The talk covers all elements of safe 
motoring including learning to drive, buying a car, insurance, looking after your vehicle and road safety.

SENIOR 
PREFECT 
TEAM
The Year 14 Senior 
Prefect team spent 
time at Corrymeela 
in September, 
learning valuable 
team building and 
leadership skills.
 
It was an extremely 
worthwhile bonding 
experience which 
will equip the 
students for the year 
ahead.
 
Miss J Rogan
Head of Year 14
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I joined Lagan College in 2009 and left in 
2016; after completing my A Levels in Art & 
Design and Moving Image Arts along with 
an AS Level in Psychology. I watched the 
school change from cabins spread across 
fields to the new building it is today. I spent a 
lot of time in the Music Department playing 
violin for orchestra and in the Art Department 
study room drinking tea. I chose Lagan 
College for its creative streak as personally, 
I wasn’t the most academic. I didn’t know 
then, but the reason for this was my dyslexia. 
I didn’t even know I had it until my final year 
of university whilst writing my thesis of up to 
10,000 words!  My lecturer sent me to get 
tested as I was putting words in the wrong 
place and had very bad short-term memory. 

I didn’t really know what I wanted to do 
when I left school, but knew I was good 
at making things out of clay and was 
encouraged to do so by Mr Burch, Miss 
Rogan and Ms Niblock. Even though I got 
B grades in my school studies I wasn’t 
ready to go to university and decided to do 
a Foundation Degree in Art and Design in 
Millfield’s Belfast Met. It had been a very 
challenging year. Some of you may have 
heard of the football tournament known as 
the Matty Rea Cup that happens at Lagan 
College each year.This commemorative 
football tournament is for a very important 
mental health awareness reason. Matty Rea 
was a close friend of mine, as well as many 
others in our year group, during our time at 
Lagan, but he never got to finish it with us... 
mentally it was extremely difficult to come to 
terms with at 17 years old, but it has taught 
us to take every opportunity and to live life to 

the full. We as a year group are very close 
to this day and in fact, I see 3 of them in 
particular at least once a week! 

After a very intense and creative year at 
Millfield College, it was clear that ceramics 
was for me and I managed to pass the 
course. I decided I might as well go for the 
full degree since I had gotten this far, and 
at the time I was working in McDonald’s 
and hoped to move onto bigger and 
better things. After the big interview at 
the Ulster University School of Art for 
Ceramics, Jewellery and Silversmithing, I got 
accepted! Little did I know the rollercoaster 
of experiences that were ahead of me that 

got me to where I am today! Two years into 
the course I’d moved house three times 
and lived with a variety of strangers, I’d 
had part time jobs in a bar, as a cleaner, in 
retail and as an art assistant for some local 
makers in the area. And more was still to 
come! Halfway through my second year 
at university I was given the opportunity to 
live in Denmark for four months and work 
under renowned potter, Eric Landon. It was 
an offer I couldn’t refuse! So, in February of 
2019 I packed a suitcase and headed to 
Copenhagen to live with a family of three 
in a shared apartment. The tears were 
tripping me on the flight over, in between 
smiling with excitement, it was a real mix of 
emotions. Knowing I was going to a country 
by myself that I didn’t know, I didn’t speak the 
language and not knowing what lay ahead 
of me... But I can confidently say it was the 
most positive life changing experience I have 
ever had and I got to learn the language and 
become friends with people from all over the 
world, who I’m still in touch with today. I got 
to experience being alone and exploring a 
new country using a bicycle for transport. It 
furthered my skills in ceramics and taught 
me how to run a business. It geared me up 
technically for my final degree year and gave 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Name: Rebecca Drysdale 
Started Lagan College: 2009
Further Education: Ulster University, 
School of Art (Belfast) 1st Class BA (Hons) in 
Ceramics, Jewellery and Silversmithing
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Rebecca, seated 
pictured at Ulster 
University.
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me the knowledge and skills to set up my 
own business known as Drysdale Ceramics. 

After returning from this experience I was 
contacted by Boom Studios about becoming 
part of their creative Social Enterprise. And of 
course, I said yes! One month later Drysdale 
Ceramics was born and open to the public 
for thrown pottery classes and here we are 
over a year later and still teaching pottery to 
the community. The past year (2019-present) 
has been the most defi ning so far and I know 
more things are still ahead. Juggling fi nal 
year studies, a part time job as a cleaner for 
a hotel and working a 12-hour shift teaching 
pottery from Boom Studios on a Friday has 
been very fast paced and full on. But hard 
work pays off! 

I graduated in July with a First Class 
Honors Degree in Ceramics, Jewellery and 
Silversmithing, my business celebrated its fi rst 
birthday and I could afford to stop working for 
the hotel. I graduated in the beginnings of a 

pandemic, so life has been a little up the left 
at the moment, but I have been continuing 
to teach pottery to the people of Bangor part 

time which is something I am very passionate 
about, along with making commissioned 
nautical themed mugs for the Kelp Co. Coffee 
Company. 

Drysdale Ceramics didn’t have much in the 
beginning; an off-cut square of lino fl ooring, 
a tub of white paint, a reclaimed table and 
a second-hand baby wheel! Some serious 
hard work and elbow grease has gone into 
my 2 x 2 metre studio, on the top fl oor of 
a secret building on Main Street, Bangor. I 
have got to meet so many aspiring makers 
and young people in the community. It’s this 
support that has allowed us to grow with 
a new wheel and now a (new to me but...) 
second-hand kiln. It’s thanks to everyone who 
supported me whether it was their teaching, 
my clients, local businesses for believing in 
me and those who shared their knowledge/
equipment to get me to where I am now. I 
hope that this encourages any other young 
makers out there that you CAN do it!  Be 
determined, be kind and have faith!

Name: Alison Tyrell (nee Patterson)
Started Lagan College: 1999
Further Education: Queen’s University 
Belfast, BSc Honours in Nursing

I started Lagan College in September 
1999, when the school consisted mainly 
of mobile huts and the Lisnabreeny 
building at the bottom of the site. Moving 
from building to building (or hut to hut) 
for each class – although freezing, was 
great craic and something we all loved 
about Lagan College. I loved school and 
got involved in lots of clubs and went on 
many trips away and made the most out 
of my 7 years. I have so many brilliant 
memories of my time at school, but a 
personal favourite was the Staff Concert 
at Christmas and at the end of the school 
year. This was something that was 
unique to Lagan College and the whole 
school loved it. 

I left school in 2006 and attended 
Queen’s University in Belfast and studied 
nursing for three years. I qualifi ed in 
September 2009 and started working 
in Belfast City Hospital, in the Kidney 
Transplant Ward, and have been there 
for 11 years. I absolutely love my job in 
the City, and although challenging at 
times, renal, and specifi cally transplant is 
where I hope to continue to specialise in 
my career.

Throughout the year, the ward usually 

carries out both living related, and 
deceased donor transplants. At the start 
of the pandemic, all transplantation was 
stopped throughout the entire UK and 
so our ward became very quiet, and we 
as nurses prepared to move to where 
we were needed, however, over the 
Easter weekend, it was decided that two 
transplants were going to be carried out 

in the Royal, nursed by the 11 South team 
from the City, and these two transplants 
then led on to 101 transplants being 
carried out in 101 days! Previous to that, 
from December 2019 to March 2020, 
4 transplants had been done, so the 
jump in numbers was substantial. The 
recipients would be admitted to our ward 
in the City were all the pre- operative 
care was carried out, then the patients 
were transferred to the Royal along with 
City nurses, where they were nursed 
until after their transplant, and then 
transferred back to the City to be cared 
for and discharged home. Although this 
was such a devastating time throughout 
the world, it was such an amazing 
achievement by the entire transplant 
team, and 101 people received a gift that 
many would have had to wait years to 
get, or maybe never have gotten at all. 
As we approach the 2nd wave of Covid, 
we again as a ward are unsure of where 
we will be working as transplants have 
halted again, however we will all move 
to where we are needed. 

I got married in 2015 and have 
travelled quite a bit in between working, 
and as much as I love travelling, I have 
loved staying in NI to study and working 
at home means I can stay close to family. 
The Lagan College years really were the 
best craic and I’m still close to my Lagan 
friends to this day.
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CHARITY
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WOMEN’S AID
Mrs Walker, Mrs Thomson and Mrs Moreland, along with other members of the Learning Support Department, organised a collection of donations of 
useful items, such as toiletries and baby clothes, to make up hampers for Women’s Aid this Christmas. The items were packaged into hampers and 
delivered to the organisation. They were very grateful and the recipients really appreciated the kind gesture at this time of the year.

LAGAN COLLEGE
BAKE OFF
Lagan College staff raised £500 for Macmillan Cancer by having a Bake-off in November. Many thanks to all the bakers and the buyers and to the 
Sixth Form students who helped out with sales. Congratulations to Miss Phair from the HE Department who was crowned Star Baker!
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STOREHOUSE
This Christmas, Lagan College students donated to our 
annual Storehouse hamper collection. We sent 56 hampers 
off to some very grateful families this year! Well done to 
everyone!
 
In addition, our students raised £1088.57 for Habitat for 
Humanity for their ‘Jeans and Jumper Day’ and the staff 
concert.

Lexia Raffle

Many thanks for your support and contribution to the Parents’ 
Council Christmas Raffle. We raised over £2800 which will go 
towards helping to fund the Lexia Reading programme which 
supports our students with dyslexia. The raffle was drawn by 
members of the Parents’ Council. Please find below the Winning 
Sellers and the Winners of the prizes. 

Pos.     Seller                                       Winner                        Prize
1            Rachael McNamee - 10MCM      A.J. McNamee                 £350

2           Liam O’Neill - 8NVT                    I. O’Neill          Grand Central 
Voucher

3           Libby Todd - 9GHM                    L. Todd                 Ten Square 
 Voucher
4           Jack Want - 8EW              A. Brown                 Hillmount
 Voucher
5           Tom McAlister - 8NB              P. McAlister                Podium

Voucher
6           Sarah Milling - 12MHD             M. Ewing                    Proctors
 Voucher
7           David Jackson - 10AMK           M. Jackson Gaming

Headphones
8           Sarah Milling - 12             T. Ewing Little Wings

Voucher
9           Josh Roy - 8EW             S. Roy Little Wings

Voucher
10         Josh Roy - 8EW                          R. Convey Family Ticket

to Tumble
Winter Circus

Well done to Miss Millar’s Year 14 Habitat for Humanity fundraising group. 
Students enjoyed decorating gingerbread men, guessing how many sweets 
were in the jar, and brought some tasty buns in for the bun sale. There was 
a lot of excitement during lunch that day! Thanks to everyone who donated. 
Your money has gone to a great cause!

3 FUNDRAISERS IN 1 DAY
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Cathy Brown joined the Lagan College Catering team in 2013 and from 
her initial interview we knew that Cathy would fit in well with the rest of 
the team, and true to form she went on to make great friends within the 
group.

She had a bubbly, happy go lucky personality and was often heard 
singing and whistling as she went about the school and dining areas. 
Cathy was straight as an arrow, took no prisoners and told you what she 
thought as she seen it. Many a day she would have us in stiches in the 
staffroom with stories of her weekend antics and family adventures.

Up until her illness, Cathy looked after the 6th Form in the Internet Café 
and was very fond of them, and the students that passed through the 
school loved seeing her at break and lunch time. She would have a yarn 
and a banter with pupils and staff alike whilst going about her day.

Her passing came as a huge shock to all of us in the school and she 
will be missed, and fondly remembered, as the days and weeks go by.

Mr Robert Fitzsimmons
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CATHY BROWN

MR TERRY FLANAGAN
We heard sad news that former Principal, Terry Flanagan, had 
passed away at the end of January. Mrs Killick (Chaplain), Mr 
Montgomery and I accompanied by Aoife, Noah and Reuben from 
Year 14 were able to attend his funeral in Ballymena. 

Terry was the second Principal of Lagan College, from 1987-
1993, before going on to be Principal at Rainey Endowed School, 
Magherafelt. He was an extraordinary history teacher who was 
committed to inclusive education and his career touched the lives 
of many children in Regent House, Ballymena Academy and Slem-
ish Integrated College as well.

A devout Christian, Terry was instrumental in expanding the Sixth 
Form and supporting the Chaplaincy at Lagan College. I spoke with 
his son and wife to pass on our sincere gratitude for the impact he 
made to both our school community and to the many children he 
encountered. 

It was lovely to see familiar faces, namely Aine MacParland, 
Gary McFadden, Helen Smyth, Anne Hegarty, Paul Burch and our 
Director and former Principal, Brian Lambkin, who were also gath-
ered to mark their respects. 

Whilst it was a sad occasion, we took great comfort in hearing 
of Terry’s absolute joy at being able to make a difference in his 
lifetime. It was a real calling for him and his wife, both in education 
and in helping their church and community. 
 
Mrs A McNamee
Principal

IN MEMORY OF...

Former Principal, Terry Flanagan and Paul Burch.
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A unique clinic offering treatments for
all skin conditions in all age groups.

DERMATOLOGY
PLASTIC SURGERY

AESTHETICS
LASER

VASCULAR
RHEUMATOLOGY

Skin surgery including excision of skin cancer by Mohs surgery

Skin Cancer screening and full body mole mapping • General Dermatology

Varicose Vein Surgery • Hand Surgery • Laser Treatment • Allergy Testing 

Excess Sweating • Hair Loss • Rheumatology • Aesthetics • Nutrition • Skin Products

For more information or to book an appointment, please call +44 (0)28 9066 7077, 

email: info@belfastskinclinic.com or visit www.belfastskinclinic.com

BELFAST SKIN CLINIC
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In Term 1, Year 8 students created colourful bird mobiles in the style 
of the artist Mark Hearld.
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ART
Year 8
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Year 8

Catherine Gartlan

Coen McQuillan

Connor Middleton

Eva Martin

Oliver Hughes

Year 8 students created garden sculptures, explored aboriginal art and 
developed their drawing skills focusing on set themes this year.
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Sophie Irwin Joseph Harden

Clara Turkington Liam O’Neill Naomi Marshall
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Year 9 students studied the work of AJ Fossik and 
created their own masks using clay and paint.

Year 9
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Year 9
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BEST 
STUDENT 
FILMS 
SHOWCASE 
2019
Ms McConville took the AS Moving 
Image Arts class to the showcase of Best 
Student Films of 2019 at the Odyssey 
Cinema, Belfast. Our very own William 
Dolan, Year 13, walked away with 1st 
Prize for his GCSE animated film! This 
is a fantastic achievement for William 
after all his hard work and effort to be an 
animator! Well done William! 

The winning films are chosen by the 
Foyle Film Festival / Cinemagic which 
they then send off to the real Oscars! 

Jessica Bolarinwa, Year 13, also won 
3rd Prize for her GCSE live action horror 
film that she made while at Methodist 
College. 

We are very, very proud of them both!
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Year 9

Year 9 students studied the work of David 
Hockney and explored their own surroundings 
to create some very impressive drawings 
during Lockdown.

Cora McGrath

Nicole Doree

Zach McCleery

Charles Martin

Niall McKeown
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Andrew Bell

Aodhan Quigg Tally Hinds

Michael Brown

Mia Jones

Sam McLean
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Year 10

Year 10 students studied the work of Peter Blake and 
Banksy this year, along with various themes being set 
during Lockdown. This resulted in lots of beautiful 
work being created using iPads as well as traditional 
mediums.

Anna Duffy

Conor Rafferty

Emma Mooney

Hannah Gorman

Molly Morgan-Weir
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Ethan Gracey Claudia Barrett

Ruth HowieFinn Hehir
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A’ LEVEL ART WORK
Year 14

Erin Patrick

Martyna Eckert

Beth Cameron

Megan Hill
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Anya Nicholl

Sarah Finn Hannah Allen
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Victoria Scott Ben Crane

A’ LEVEL ART WORK
Year 14
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Ruth Hagan
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Sophie Chan

Claire Smyth

Ella McAleavey
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Sarah Irvine
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Looking back:Looking back:Looking back:
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ALLIANCE CLUB SOCIAL
On a Wednesday night in December, the ALLiance club went out for their Christmas social to Cosmo in Victoria Square. It has been an amazing year for 
this group, considering it was only established in March 2019 with three students, and has now grown to an amazing twenty one. ALL are welcome to 
come and join us in 2020 when we have something VERY exciting planned. 
 
Mr Gray

INTERNATIONAL STUDY VISIT
During the February half term break, Mr Gray was in San Francisco on an 
international study visit with the British Council. He was spending time in 
school districts and the Department of Education looking at LGBTQ+ inclusion. 
During his trip he met many organisations that worked with diverse young 
people as well as attending middle and high schools and experiencing 
inclusion and acceptance within the school system. It was great to compare 
the experiences of students in San Francisco to Lagan College and he hopes 
to bring some of their strategies back in order to make school life more 
accepting for all. 
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ALLIANCE
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Contact Laura Walker 
028 9076 3953

07368275235
laurawalkerballet@hotmail.com

Venues:
MONDAY: St Katharines BT15

TUESDAY and THURSDAY: St Johns, Malone BT9
WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS:

Old School, Holywood BT18
SATURDAYS: Carnmoney BT36

Royal Academy of Dance syllabus ballet classes
with Laura Walker B.A.Hons A.R.A.D. registered teacher of the

Royal Academy of Dance preparing children and young
people for RAD Graded and Vocational exams.

Pre Primary to Advanced 2.

Laura WalkerLaura Walker
ballet B.A Hons A.R.A.D
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No excuses for our Year 13s and 14s for not getting involved in their democratic duty! Lucy McClelland from 
the NI Assembly Education Service made voting seem not only an absolute necessity, but even fun!

 
Question and Answer Session with MLAs
What made the event really useful for the students was the participation of Claire Bailey, Leader of the 
Green Party NI (and a past pupil of Lagan College) and Robbie Butler of the UUP who has been a regular 
visitor to the College.

We are very grateful to them for giving up their time at such a busy and interesting period in our 
country’s political life. The students were really buzzing about their experience afterwards, with lots 
taking the time to chat to the MLAs afterwards. Hopefully they’ve all got the message! Register to vote, get 
involved!
 
Mr McGuckin
Head of Politics

History & Politics
WHY VOTE?

JOHN BERCOW
At the end of February, some of the Politics students, together with Mr Wishart, 
went to hear and meet John Bercow in the Waterfront Hall in Belfast. We enjoyed 
hearing him speak amazingly candidly about his political journey, including his 
thoughts on Brexit and politicians from both sides of the water. The event was 
organised by a former teacher of Lagan College, Mrs Tally Knipe, who has gone 
into an impressive career in events management. One of our talented Year 14 
students, Oisin Doran put together the opening video for the night which went 
down very well in the packed hall. Our highlights included meeting Naomi Long 
MP and getting up to the VIP gallery to meet John Bercow himself, who turned out 
to be impressively charming and friendly to us all. He even remembered his visit to 
Lagan College in 2010. A fantastic night enjoyed by all.
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The Lagan College Year 13 History class had the immense privilege of 
meeting Susan Pollack and hearing her harrowing story of how she 
narrowly survived the Holocaust. Susan was a member of a Hungarian 
Jewish family from a village called Felsogod in Hungary. Her tranquil fam-
ily life was torn apart by the rise of fascism in Hungary and the takeover of 
the country by the Nazis. Soon she was removed from school. Her family 
were made to identify their faith by wearing Jewish stars. They were 
transported to a ghetto, a sealed-in area of a town to force Jews within. 
She remembers her parents handing her a tissue fi lled with some of their 
gold teeth to throw out as they felt they would be identifi ed wrongly as 
wealthy. Soon the families were rounded up and transported to Auschwitz 
Birkenau concentration camp. She described their arrival and the faces 
of terror as the cattle truck doors were pulled open. One kindly Sonder-
kommando, a Jewish person forced to work for the Nazis in the camps, 
whispered for her to say she was over 15. Her answer of 15 and a half, 
together with her height helped her get into the line to live. Most of her 
family however was placed into a line to the gas chamber. She was told 
very soon after this separation that her mother had been gassed. Susan 
was selected to be sent to a factory for slave labour. As the Soviets ad-
vanced however, she was force marched to Bergen Belsen, a camp she 
described as “hell on Earth”. She described the mountains of corpses left 
everywhere and how she was so joyful to meet a woman from her village 
only to see her lying dead one day later. She describes how prisoners 
so rarely were allowed to talk that she almost forgot how to. Her most 
overwhelming memory was when the British and Canadians liberated the 
camp and how one lifted her body, treating her with so much kindness 
that she found it overwhelming. It had been so long since she had been 
treated with any form of humanity. 

Susan left a deep message of hope together with a stark warning 
to stand up when counted. She advised our young students about the 
emerging threats in the world and how she fears that this could happen 
again. This was a wonderful opportunity which I know our young people 
will remember forever. 

Mr J Wishart
Head of History

SUSAN POLLACK - HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR

CARRYDUFF 
TYRE CENTRE

Comber Road, Carryduff BT8 8AN

Car, Commerical and Agricultural Tyres
All makes supplied and fi tted
24/7 Mobile Service
Laser 4 Wheel Alignment

t: 028 9081 4460
e: sales@carrydufftyres.com

TO ADVERTISE
CONTACT:

Ulster Tatler Group
39 Boucher Road, 
Belfast, BT12 6UT

Tel: 028 9066 3311 
www.ulstertatler.com
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Business Studies

A group of Year 11 students attended the SKILLS NI event where they found out about 
apprenticeships, employability skills, higher and further education and different aspects of the 
employment market in Northern Ireland.
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SKILLS NI
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ANDREW BASSETT 
VISITS THE 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
DEPARTMENT
In the last week of September, our Year 13 CTEC Technical 
Diploma Business Studies students were treated to a question 
and answer session with local accountant Andrew Bassett. 
Organised by Mrs Surgenor, this event was a really informative 
session to support students with their Business Accounting 
Unit. They learned first-hand from entrepreneur Andrew about 
the rewards and challenges associated with operating his 
own accountancy firm, Tax-Assist. We are delighted with the 
information students collected during this session and extend our 
sincere thanks to Andrew for taking time out of his busy schedule 
to support us.
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WORK
INSPIRATION DAY
Archie Wilson, Year 13, attended the Work Inspiration Day with 
the Northern Ireland Ambulance Service and thoroughly enjoyed 
it.

YOUNG ENTERPRISE 
MASTERCLASS
27 January 2020,
 
 

On 27th January 2020, 70 
students from Ashfield Girls’ HS, 
Bloomfield Collegiate School, 
Grosvenor Grammar, Lagan 
College, Our Lady and St. 
Patrick’s College and Strath-
earn School attended a Young 
Enterprise Digital Masterclass 
at Lagan College. 

We began the event with 
some icebreaker activities to 
get the groups talking to each 
other, and then moved on to 
discuss entrepreneurship and 
its importance in the employ-
ment market. There was a 
strong emphasis on the role of 
technology in enterprise, with 
Young Enterprise providing 
a range of IT resources for 
students to interact/experiment 

with, such as a VR station complete with headsets, a green screen, 
and an augmented reality station with merge cubes and interactive 
t-shirts. 

We were joined by Jonathon McAlpin from East Belfast Enterprise/
City East who shared his experience of the industry with the students, 
and also by some interns from SERC who demonstrated the digital 
technology and led the students in trying the activities at each station. 

The groups consisted of students from different schools and each 
had to focus on marketing their new business, creating a brand and 
advertising it to their 
target audience. They 
came up with some 
fantastic ideas which 
were exciting, inno-
vative and definitely 
had the potential to 
succeed. 

Well done everyone 
who took part, and 
many thanks to YENI for 
offering our schools this 
opportunity to come to-
gether and collaborate 
together once again.
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UCAS 
EXHIBITION
All of Year 13 went on a trip to the UCAS 
Higher Education Exhibition in the EIKON 
Centre, Lisburn. Lots of information, 
prospectuses, bags, pens and pencils 
were picked up, and students were able 
to join email lists for any universities they 
are interested in attending. A very useful 
fact finding trip for our future university 
students who can now personalise 
their own space in the new UCAS Hub, 
an online tool to help you search and 
discover courses and opportunities for 
higher education.

Careers
LIVING LAW
These students took part in the 
Attorney General’s Living Law 
programme in 2019/20 and made 
such a good impression on the 
attorney general that they were invited 
to take an extra work placement 
in his office. This was an amazing 
opportunity for our students to gain 
experience and make connections 
within this career pathway. They 
also gained an insight into the daily 
work of a solicitor and a barrister, 
visited Stormont, found out about the 
operation of the law courts and had 
the opportunity to debate with other 
students.

Will Polland, Sophie Grant, Zoe Wilson, 
Emily Caughey and Louise Saunders 
with the Attorney General.
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Science

CHRISTMAS 
CHEMISTRY
The Chemistry Department had the privilege 
to entertain some very enthusiastic students 
from a few of our feeder primary schools in 
December. We had Moneyreagh Primary 
School, Oakwood Integrated Primary School 
and St. Bernard’s Primary School.  

The P5 students were brilliant and I think 
there are lots of budding scientists among 
them! They were able to answer lots of tricky 
science questions and enjoyed all the fun 
and experiments on offer.  It was a pleasure 
to have them and we hope they all have a 
lovely Christmas. 
 
Miss Wightman
Head of Chemistry

BT YOUNG SCIENTIST
Two of our Year 11 students entered this competition with their project entitled Carbon Neutral Travelling.  They put a great deal of work into this and got 
great feedback from the judges.  Unfortunately, they did not make it through to Dublin but we did get some complementary tickets so we went along to 
check it out and pick up some ideas for next year.
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SCIENCE 
CLUB
There was much 
excitement in Science 
Club when we attempted 
some Chocolate Chip 
Mining.  We have 
measured the mass of 
the biscuits at the start 
and then we are mining 
the chocolate by various 
methods. The packet 
says they are 37% by 
mass chocolate........I 
wonder will Year 8 
duplicate this result?
 
Miss K Wightman

SCIENCE CLUB
The students worked on their Mars Landers for three weeks and this week was ‘Launch Day’. The mission was to design a way that would 
allow a raw egg to fall to the ground without smashing. Special thanks to our panel of judges who helped to decide the winner. The teams 
were given points based on design, mass, successful landing and the flight. Congratulations to the Galaxy Joes.
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Drama
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CLUELESS
In October, over 150 students were involved in this year’s 
school production of Clueless. Audiences got to see what it 
was like to be popular, sophisticated, and like, totally loved 
by everyone in a nostalgic trip back to the 90s. Lagan College 
welcomed everyone to the world of Cher Horowitz, a modern-
day Jane Austen heroine, but with way better clothing. They 
joined Cher and her friends as they tried to navigate their way 
around the social cliques of LA’s elite teenagers, dabbled in 
a bit of matchmaking, tried their hand at makeovers, and 
ultimately, learned more about themselves. 
 
Mr R Gray
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GCSE DRAMA 
SHOWCASE
Congratulations to our Year 12 students who completed 
their Drama GCSE Scripted Performances in February. 
Four separate groups performed extracts from Girls Like 
That and The Tell Tale Heart - which were all captivating, 
dynamic and entertaining.  The students have shown great 
dedication throughout this process and have shown such 
professionalism as actors. Well done all!
 
Miss Burns
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A2 DRAMA SHOWCASE
On Tuesday 11th February, Year 14 performed eight dramatic pieces as 
part of their A Level Drama 
study. Performances 
included naturalism scripted 
performances and devised 
pieces inspired by theatre 
practitioner Brecht. The 
students worked very hard 
and captivated the audience 
in an engaging and thought 
provoking way. Well done 
to all Drama students for 
another successful round of 
performances.

AS DRAMA 
SHOWCASE
In February, Year 13 Drama students 
completed their AS Drama practical exam. 
The performances were a reinterpretation 
of Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House through the 
work of theatre practitioner Steven Berkoff. 
All performers gave 100% and thrilled a 
captivated audience. Well done to all!
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KIDS’ LIT QUIZ
Once again, our annual Kids’ Lit Quiz was a hugely successful event. 
Heats began on 25th September, with twenty-one teams competing 
over the course of three weeks. What strikes us year after year is the 
sheer enthusiasm and love of literature our young people share. 

Pupils were asked a variety of questions, testing their knowledge of 
many traditional and current books.  Teams also had to guess the title 
based on the blurb and guess the book by hearing only the opening 
line.

Our final consisted of five teams who, as  always, had very ‘interesting’ 
names:
Yr 8 – Java
Yr 9 – The Hardback Books Are Back
Yr 9 – The Cool Kids
Yr 9 – The Bookworms
 
Following an extremely close battle for The Killen Cup, ‘The Cool Kids’ 
were announced as winners of the 2019 Kids’ Lit Quiz. They received 
Amazon vouchers, certificates and their team name will be engraved 
on The Killen Cup. 
 
Mrs McBreen and Mrs Halligan

SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR
The sales from the Scholastic Book Fair this year were £492.00.  We 
receive half of that money back to buy new books for the school library.

Thank you to the teaching staff for allowing the following pupils to help, 
they did a great job.
 
Oliver Gordon 9GHM
Ryan Smyth 9CNL
Charlie Taylor 9CNL
Julia Okon 9MCB
Emily Osborne 8MCD
Heather Macfarlane 10SMP
 
Mrs A Beckett
Librarian

LOUGH VIEW IPS BOOK NOOK
Mrs Michelle Beckett, Head of English, was the special guest of honour at 
Lough View Integrated Primary School where she opened their new ‘Book 
Nook’ literacy hub.  It was a great opportunity to strengthen relations with 
one of our feeder primary schools and promote the importance of reading 
and writing.  Mrs Beckett looks forward to the English Department working 
alongside Lough View in a number of literacy projects over the next few 
years.
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SPELLTASTIC!
Members of Year 8i took part in Mrs Beckett’s Spelltastic Spookathon on Friday 25th October 2019. 

Students were allowed to wear something Halloween related for the bumper spelling competition. Winners were Max, Cormaic, Tom and Emily 
who each gobbled up a prize and were spellbound by Mrs Beckett’s generosity!

READATHON 2020
Readathon 2020
Readathon is a sponsored reading event; it provides a stimulating focus 
for recreational reading and raises money for seriously ill children. Since 
the launch of Lagan College’s first Readathon fifteen years ago, Lagan 
College pupils have raised more than £50,700. As the National Literary 
Trust states: “Reading for pleasure has been revealed as the most 
important indicator of the future success of a child.”

The Charity
The money raised is donated to: Read for Good. Lagan College pupils 
were encouraged to read for pleasure in order to help children in their 
community. The money raised means that children in all of the UK’s major 
children’s hospitals (including The Royal Victoria Hospital for Sick Children, 
Belfast) get much-needed brand new books and regular visits from 
professional storytellers.

For children in hospital, books and stories are particularly important – 
they comfort, distract, reassure and entertain. Read for Good provides a 
regular supply of brand new books along with storyteller visits to brighten 
up the days of children. Children unable to leave their beds can choose 
books from our specially designed mobile bookcase which wheels right 
up to their bedside. Because they are brand new, the books are safe for 
those at high risk of infection.

Lagan’s Readathon
For the fifteenth year running, Lagan College pupils eagerly participated 
in the Readathon challenge, even participating in ‘Extreme Reading’! Year 
8 pupils were excused from regular English lessons, in favour of reading. 
The pupils read books and got sponsored to do it!  During the week many 
friends and family members were ‘hit’ for sponsorship money. Combining 
a love of reading with raising money for charity proved extremely 
beneficial this year: for the English Department, Readathon is not just 
about raising money, it’s about raising readers! Michael Rosen, Children’s 

Laureate states: The world’s wisdom 
is in books. Get children excited in 
books and then they’ll get the world’s 
wisdom.”

Achievement
Over the last fifteen years, pupils 
at Lagan College have raised over 
£50,700 via Readathon – a fabulous 
achievement!  Despite school closure 
this year, Lagan’s Year 8s excelled 
themselves and raised £1037.60. 
Well done!

The charity supports very sick 
children and without them there 
would be more very miserable 
children in the world.  In the words of 
Michael Rosen, Children’s Laureate, 
“If you read, the world is yours!” All 
pupils who took part in Readathon 
should be very proud of themselves.

Ms M Bell
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FESTIVAL OF SPEECH 
AND DRAMA
The Lagan College Public Speaking Team made an impressive start to the 
Lagan Festival of Speech and Drama, winning the following awards within 
the first two days of competitive classes:

Kirsten Beattie - 1st Place Scripture Reading
Patrick Searle - 2nd Place Scripture Reading
Grace Murray - 3rd Place Reading Prose
Sarah Prendergast - Highly Commended Reading Prose
Grace Murray - Highly Commended Verse Recital
Jack Hassard - Highly Commended Verse Recital
Anna McCluskey - Highly Commended Verse Recital

Super, super proud of all the competitors who took part. You are so 
brave!! 
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WORLD BOOK
DAY 2020
In order to actively promote reading in Lagan College, Readathon 
and World Book Day were celebrated together in style!  Instead 
of their boring old 
teacher’s clothes, 
the English, RE and 
Learning Support 
Departments decided 
to dress up as their 
favourite literary 
characters!  

Year 8 were bitterly 
chastised by Cruella 
de Vil (Mrs Beckett) 
and Mary Poppins 
(Mrs Halligan) during 
registration.  Dorothy 
Gayle (Miss Millar) 
also kept skipping 
down the yellow 
bricked corridor 
with Scarecrow (Ms 
Goddard) and The 
Cowardly Lion (Mrs 
Lyon) singing: “There’s 
no place like Lagan!” 

Mildred Hubble (Miss Young) cast a spell creating another 
version of herself 
(Miss Hughes) in 
order to conduct 
a duel with Miss 
Trunchbull (Miss 
Smyth), encouraged 
by Gangsta Granny 
(Mrs McBreen).  
Thank goodness 
Luna Lovegood 
(Mrs Cowie) and 
Harry Potter (Dr 
Cummings) were 
on standby to 
protect Lagan 
from the darker 
forces!  Meanwhile, 
Robert Muldoon 
(Mr Houghton) was 
reportedly seen 
running around the 
greenhouse looking 
for a T-Rex!  What 
a successful and 
eventful World Book 
Day – we can’t wait 
until next year!

Combining a love 
of reading with 
raising money for 
Read for Good has 
proved extremely 
beneficial this 
year.  For the 
English Department, 
Readathon is not 
just about raising 
money, it’s about 
raising readers!

Ms M Bell
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Writers’ Corner
THE SUN
The Sun is a yellow bead hanging from the sky
A lightbulb lighting our path
A sunflower shining hope down on us
A lemon squirting light throughout the world.

Adrina Elwood, Year 9

HOME-SCHOOLING
I am a victim of home-schooling.
I am the younger sister trapped with these people.
I am a victim of terrible teachers – parents!
I wonder if it will ever stop.
I am counting down the days to no more home-
schooling.

I am the sister who is trapped with these people.
I am the older sister stuck with these parents, so 
called teachers.
I am the older sister she is the younger sister.
I am the energetic sister she is the calmer sister.
I am a victim of home schooling.

I am the parent of the home-schooled child.
I am a victim of Covid 19.
I feel frustrated by work and home-schooling
I am looking forward to schools returning.
I am looking forward to getting rid of the students.
I am looking forward to home-working with peace 
and quiet.
I am a victim of home-schooling.

Adrina Elwood, Year 9

IF I WERE NORMAL
If I were ‘normal’
I’d be popular,
If I were ‘normal’
I’d be appreciated
If I were ‘normal’
I’d be seen
But I have friends
I have family,
That’s enough for me
Because if I were ‘normal’
I wouldn’t be me,
And if I weren’t me
Then who would I be?

Peter Murchan, Year 10

REVERSE POEM
This will never end
No-one should believe
That together we can stop this
It is clear
Social distancing will not work
I don’t want to hear anyone say
Older people are more at risk
It is true that
Washing our hands is a waste of time
We would be lying if we said
The government is doing the best they can
We should know that
Not being allowed out more than once is pointless
It would be wrong to say that
We can get through this.

Aodhan Farnan Year 11
(read in reverse also)

YEAR 10 POETRY
The reign of fear was just beginning
Who knows what it would bring next
The mood was dim and the city was empty
Everywhere was quiet, even the Czech
The sky was grey
And the clouds were crying
In their homes
People were sighing
 
But everyone should know that nothing lasts 
forever

Soon the sky will turn blue
And the clouds will be happy
And then the people, singing and dancing
Even my dad will be a happy chappy!
But that is all to come
Right now, we must protect those around us
The doctors and nurses, the ambulance men
The police, even the drivers of the bus
 
Most importantly
We have to protect each other:
Keep your distance, wash your hands
And soon we’ll see each other again.

Dylan Campbell, Year 10

We started the year. 
We did not know we would worry, 
For those we hold so dear.
It started in the east, 
Thank goodness, that was something at least.
But as the weeks went by,
More and more started to die.
Country by country, the world closed its doors,
Yet still the UK flocked to their shores.
Fresh faces, fresh hopes,
We now look like ignorant dopes.

Stay home, stay safe, stay two metres away.
We must protect ourselves everyday.
The NHS is suffering, it’s all too much
Beware Covid can spread with just one touch.
Lockdown, the word on everyone’s tongue.
The more it went on, the less it stung.
But now we enter the final phase,
Fresh faces, fresh hopes: we begin to raise.

Alicia Gourley, Year 10

Covid-19 is ruining everything:
Barry’s is up for sale,
Summer is approaching, 
And I’ve been eating like a whale.
Who would have thought a bat
Could cause so much trouble!
I guess before this 
We were all living in a bubble – 
No-one could have guessed Netflix would get 
boring!
And it’s getting harder and harder to get up in the 
morning!

I have no motivation
And I’m losing my patience.
Boris second guesses himself
More than I do in Maths!
Covid-19 is ruining everything
And I honestly can’t wait for the aftermath.

Emily Magill, Year 10

Brothers and Sisters our nation is crying
Everywhere you look there is another case coming 
out now
So give us something to remember
So we can stay forever out of harm and danger 
And thank you for all those fighting outbursts
You have made us stronger
Hold on a little longer 
And all those who have fallen you are not 
forgotten 
Brave enough to fight and feel the pain 
So one day I hope that this is over 
We will stay together to make this home again.

We can fight.
But our bark is much worse than our bite.
The most us normal people can do,
Is just try to make it through.
We all want to prevent this,
But we need to know our limits.
And instead of stocking up on things like rice,
We need to take the medical experts’ advice.

Thomas Laverty & Mitchell Lewis, Year 10

Ease is what I feel 
During lockdown, I have no trouble.
However,
Once I get work
The ease turns to fear,
A melancholy blanket, but
In the end
All I fear is ease.

The world suddenly came to a halt,
And everyone saw it through their windows,
Locked down with their fears and uncertainty,
With an unknown danger roaming.
People in panic, white mountains start to grow,
Follow the rules,
Understand the rules,
Don’t break the rules,
Stay at home,
Stay safe. 

Rory O’Hagan & Mikolaj Palys, Year 10

Quarantine is very bad
And it kind of makes me sad
McDonalds is closed now
If we could just go – POW!
If we could reverse the time,
Everything would be fine.

Covid took our freedom away, yet we took it for 
granted.
“Obey the lockdown,” they ranted, but Covid has 
expanded.
Right now, the earth is healing, but people are 
living in fear.
Only some are still here.
Nurses imperil their only life, just to save countless 
souls.
And while humans take a stroll, they just spurn 
their only role.

Grace Meighan & Julia Wegrzynska, Year 10
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Writers’ Corner

Stuck in quarantine
Isn’t the best thing, 
You could even say it’s quite depressing
The worst thing is not seeing your mates
I would rather be walking through the school 
gates.
I found out some new things about me,
Apart from getting stung by a bee!
Oh!  And I started watching this new series, it 
makes me a bit cheery,
Which is exactly what I need,
Clearly!
I miss playing football with my team
Right now it only feels like a dream!
I also miss watching Man. United
It used to make me feel very excited.

Thinking about the past,
Not the present,
Thinking of it
Isn’t so pleasant.
But we’re going to the end
We’re going past a bend, 
When we get out of this,
It will be a trend.
This has been Toby Huish, 
You might think I’m a bit foolish
But to be honest,
I’m a little bit coolish!

Toby Huish, Year 10

I am playing my part in a worldwide pandemic
At the end of the day
We can’t reverse it
It is foolish to presume that
Everything will be back to normal
It is evident that
There isn’t hope

You would be mistaken if you think
We are going to get through this
We will not see our friends and families again
I would be wrong to say that
We are all going to survive this together
“This will stop.”
It is a lie and
“It’s irreversible.”
I hope this poem teaches you that
You need to read this bottom to top.

Reverse Poem by Ruby Dorman, Year 10

Covid-19 has taken over
You’re wrong if you say
There is hope
Keep fighting it
But you will see no change
Give up
Corona is going to win
Most people say
We can’t fight back
Keep your social distance.

Wash your hands
Don’t give handshakes to strangers
Don’t meet up with friends
Is it really worth it?
Many lives are in danger
It’s what they all say
They are very incorrect
It’s irreversible
No-one can convince me to believe
There’s hope. 

Reverse Poem by Hiva Zavosh, Year 10
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 are a leading law firm whose delivery of first class legal 

services is based upon an understanding of the demands of the 

modern world and a recognition of the qualities of knowledge, 

experience, problem solving and value for money required by clients.

When Elliott Duffy Garrett was established in 1973, our founding 

Partners, who came from very different social and political 

backgrounds, wanted to create a firm that reflected the very best 

in legal skills irrespective of religion or politics.  It is a tribute to 

their vision that the firm continues to uphold that tradition.  Over 

40 years later, we are justly proud, not only of our many legal 

achievements, but also of our independence and diversity.

We For further information contact:
Marie-Louise

Elliott Duffy Garrett
40 Linenhall Street,

Belfast 
BT2 8BA

Tel (028) 9024 5034
Fax (028) 9024 1337

marie-louise@edglegal.com
www.edglegal.com

Our offices at 40 Linenhall Street, Belfast BT2 8BA 
are located in the centre of the City of Belfast, a very 

short distance from Belfast City Hall.
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Chaplaincy and RE
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CHRISTMAS 
CAROL SERVICE
Students, staff and parents came 
together to celebrate Christmas at our 
annual Carol Service, which was held 
in Saintfield Road Presbyterian Church 
this year. 

There were readings by students 
and members of staff and the 
congregation thoroughly enjoyed the 
many musical pieces performed by 
the College choir and orchestra. Our 
Guest Speaker this year was Rev Cheryl 
Meban, Presbyterian Chaplain at Ulster 
University.

It was an uplifting evening and 
everyone who attended left full of 
Christmas spirit.
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RE CLUB
The Year 8 RE Club have been working hard and raising money during the club after school on Monday. They helped fundraise for Habitat 
for Humanity with a yummy bun sale! 
 
Miss Millar
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Languages
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FRANCOFEST AND LOUGH VIEW IPS EUROPEAN CULTURE FAIR
This year we attended Francofest 2020 at Queen’s University. Francofest is a competition held in the grounds of the University, where secondary schools 
from around the country test their language skills while learning about the opportunities that languages can create. You could either make a tourist office 
or create a business for the competition. We decided to create a business and sell Valentines cookies and flowers as Paris is the city of love. We baked 
cookies in the shape of hearts and French flags and made paper flowers that people could give to their Valentine. We then presented it in French and got 
a tour of the campus. When we arrived back after the tour (freezing and soaked from the rain!) we had a talk about jobs with languages.

A few weeks after we got a call from Lough View IPS, as they were having a cultural fair and wanted some students from Lagan College to talk about 
their love for languages. We of course said yes to going and set up our Francofest stall again and talked to parents and pupils.  

Rachael McNamee, Heather McFarlane, Lucy Waterson, Nina Monson and Alanna Walker

FELIZ NAVIDAD!
Students and staff placed “Merry Christmas” in their own languages on the Lagan College 
Christmas tree.  Over 25 baubles with languages including Greek, Chinese, Slovakian, 
Italian, Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish and Japanese were hung on the tree.
 
Mrs Charley
Newcomer Support

EUROPEAN DAY 
OF LANGUAGES
Our Year 8 students displayed great enthusiasm 
and competitiveness on Thursday 26th September 
for the European Day of Languages.

Well done to all the winners!
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FRENCH
FILM FEST
Our Year 10 students had the opportunity to attend a new 
exciting mini French Film Fest organised by NICILT, Queen’s 
University in October. 

The film, “Comme des garçons” was screened at QFT. To 
the students’ surprise, a goody bag was waiting for them.  

After a very enjoyable and entertaining film, Queen’s 
University language students gave them a tour of the 
campus, highlighting the importance of languages in the 
world of work.  Without a doubt, a date to put in next year’s 
calendar! 

I am delighted to share the excellent results from this competition!  
Students took part in 2 competitions – conversation and poetry recital 
competing against a range of schools from the Belfast area.  The 
results:

Conversation
Year 9   Terri-Anne Rutledge came 2nd in her category (our only com-
petitor in this competition

Poetry
Year 8 3rd Maeve Campbell
Year 10 1st Lucy Flynn & 3rd Georgia Deans
Year 11 3rd Kirsten Beattie

Lucy was also awarded the cup for best poetry recital overall in the 
Year 10 category Congratulations to them all!

FEIS
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Maths

Primary 7 students from Forge IPS visited 
Lagan College Maths Department for 
“Puzzles Day”. They worked in teams to 
solve different problem solving activities 
with Mr Mooney and Miss Haughian. 

All pupils participated really well 
and were enthused by the competitive 
atmosphere in the Maths rooms. This 
was to celebrate Maths Week! They 
were helped by Year 13 and 14 Maths 
mentors.

MATHS 
PUZZLE DAY
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Travel & Tourism

BELFAST ZOO VISIT
In October, the Year 14 and 12 Travel and Tourism groups visited Belfast Zoo to find out about 
customer service.

A great day out, lots learnt but we think they enjoyed visiting the animals most. Thanks to all at 
the zoo.

YEAR 14 TRAVEL AND TOURISM 
CLASS EXAMINE CUSTOMER 
SERVICE AT BELFAST ZOO AND 
THE OLD INN, CRAWFORDSBURN 
 
For our Unit 4  “Customer Service in Travel and Tourism”, Mrs Connor took 
our class to examine how Belfast Zoo and The Old Inn, Crawfordsburn, 
as contrasting organisations, provide customer service on a daily basis.

It was an extremely interesting and informative visit as we learnt more 
than we imagined goes on behind the scenes in both organisations. 
In fact, The Old Inn, Crawfordsburn, which is a family run hotel, was 
awarded the AA 4* Sliver Award and was highly recommended. We 
were greeted with a very warm welcome there and a lovely snack in their 
impressive gallery during our tour.

It was a very worthwhile and memorable experience- now for the hard 
part- writing up our findings!
 
Martha Day
Year 14
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COOKERY CLUB
Miss Phair has been running a cookery 
club with Year 10 students after school 
on a Thursday in the Home Economics 
Department. They have prepared a 
range of sweet treats (brownies and 
cookies), pizzas, and Halloween-themed 
party food and chocolate apples. The 
students are all enjoying learning new 
skills and recipes.

Home Economics

COOKERY CLUB
Year 9 Cookery Club began after the Halloween break and students made drop scones – a great treat for breakfast, an after school 
snack, dessert… the possibilities are endless. They can even be frozen and toasted at a later date!  #lagancookeryclub #versatilebaking 
#tastyfoodhappystudents
 
Miss Phair
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CANTEEN 
STAFF 
WELLBEING 
MORNING
The canteen staff have worked very hard all 
term serving our students and staff in the 
dining hall. In December, they had a ‘wellbe-
ing morning’ and let someone serve them for 
change when they enjoyed breakfast in Wolff’s, 
Dundonald.

As staff and students we really appreciate 
all that the team do to care for and feed us at 
break and lunch times.
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ENTWINED HISTORIES
Pictured are our Year 10 students involved in their fi rst workshop for the 
Entwined Histories Project.  This was an introduction to the project and a 
chance to meet the pupils from the other schools.  The pupils thoroughly 
enjoyed the workshop activities and were very engaged when learning 
about The Irish War of Independence.

STORMONT VISIT
Year 13 BTEC Public Services students enjoyed a visit to Stormont on 
Friday 20th September as part of their Unit 1 Government, Policies and 
the Public Services assignment. 

Mrs Surgenor

21 Frances Street, Newtownards BT23 7DW

FOR ALL YOUR 
SCHOOL UNIFORM

BLAZERS, JUMPERS, TROUSERS, 
SKIRTS & SOCKS

   

SCHOOL BADGE EMBROIDERED ON ALL BLAZERS
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LONDON TRIP
The annual Politics trip to Westminster in 
London took place in early January. The current 
cohort of 25 intrepid AS Politics students set 
off amid great excitement at the obligatory, 
ungodly departure time. The pupils arrived at 
the airport, safe in the knowledge that they 
were in the very experienced and capable 
hands of seasoned traveller and London 
tripper, Mr McGuckin, (ie; me!), who was ably 
assisted by the unfl appable model of intelligent 
common sense that is Miss Bell! 

After regaling the assembled group at the 
check-in area before departure on the ‘do’s 
and don’ts’ of air travel and being in London; 
“stay in groups, watch out for pick-pockets, 
check that you have all your stuff, especially 
the really important stuff like your wallet, your 
passport, or your phone etc!” Great advice! 
Sage like, even! The group must have felt very 
reassured to have someone so capable, so 
knowledgeable and so self-assured leading 
the way! Well, they did, that is, until I left my 
own iPhone behind on the plane when we 
arrived at Luton Airport! Very reassuring 
indeed! Luckily, the ever reliable Miss Bell 
provided back up, so lines of communication 
could be maintained! It was also very noble 
of Finn Mills to leave his phone behind on 
the coach which transferred us from Luton 
to central London! Thanks for taking the bad 
look off me, Finn! Both phones were eventually 
recovered successfully, with some effort and 
ingenuity on my part, thereby totally redeeming 
myself! (Sort of!)

We had a busy itinerary planned out for 
the two days. However, the abysmally wet 
fi rst day literally put a bit of dampener on 
things, as we got absolutely drenched while 
walking from our fi rst port of call, the always 
fascinating Imperial War Museum, to Victoria 
Theatre, via Pizza Express. Check out the photo 
of the fi ve powerful tanks on display at the 
museum! There are some guns on display 
there!  (See what I did there?) The pupils were 
all very impressed with the West End Show we 
attended, the Wizard of Oz prequel, Wicked. No 
one more so than Jamie “How can you not like 
musical theatre?!!!” Spiers. Okay, Jamie, calm 
down, yeah? You liked it! We get it! Oh, and 
stop calling me ‘dad’, it’s really not cool! (It only 
happened once, but he’ll never be allowed to 
live it down!).

Our second day in London, however, was 
the business end of the trip, with visits to the UK 
Supreme Court at Middlesex House and the 
Palace of Westminster, containing the House 
of Commons and the House of Lords. We were 
in for a surprise when we were being shown 
around the courtrooms of the ornate Supreme 
Court Building. No less than Lord Kerr, one of 
the actual Supreme Court Judges, took time out 

of his busy schedule to come and talk to us. He 
said that when he heard that Lagan College 
were in the building he simply had to come 
and say hello. I kid you not! He is originally from 
Newry, County Down, and is a big supporter 
of integrated education as it happens. We felt 
very privileged indeed, to be in the company of 
one of the country’s fi nest legal minds and most 
important decision makers! Whilst there, we 
also had the opportunity to debate one or two 
landmark Supreme Court decisions, with one or 
two potential legal eagles coming to the fore, 
such as Will Polland. It was like an episode of 
Suits in there! (Without Meghan Markle, obvs!))

Next up, our visit to Westminster, where we 
also met a real life Peer or Lord, conducted a 
workshop on Committees and were taken on 
a grand tour of both the House of Commons 
and House of Lords chambers. Some 
members of the group revelled in the debate 
during the workshop. Initially, I thought it was 
very impressive but then I realised that Ben 
Labourn, Ben McGuckin and Ben Brazil just 
love the sound of their own voices! Maybe it’s 
a Ben thing? I’m never one to dampen their 
enthusiasm though, unlike our tour guide. 
When trying to discreetly shuffl e us through the 
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hallowed lobbies and corridors of the House 
of Lords, she asked me if the boys “always 
shouted and argued like this?” and I had to 
explain to her that this was them just talking 
in their normal tone of voice! Sure, ye couldn’t 
bate the dulcet tones and heavy vowel sounds 

of the good ould Norn Iron vernacular, I told 
her! It’s not for everyone, obviously! That aside, 
we had a fascinating tour and the trip was a 
tremendous success on the whole! Everyone 
was a credit to Lagan College throughout and 
the craic was great altogether! Don’t tell them 

I said this, but they’re not a bad bunch really, 
despite what all the other teachers say about 
them!

Mr McGuckin
(Defi nitely not Jamie’s dad!)

Trips and Travel
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VEJER,
SPANISH TRIP
The Year 13 Spanish class had its annual Language trip 
to Vejer, Spain. Eleven pupils travelled with Mrs Castillo 
and Ms Rodríguez to spend a week being immersed in 
Spanish language and culture. Our pupils lived with local 
families for the week, sharing mealtimes and social time 
with them. All of our pupils tried new food and loved the 
dishes they tried, we don’t think they’ve eaten as many 
vegetables before! 

Communication was diffi cult in the beginning but they 
soon grew in confi dence and were conversing with much 
more ease by the end of the week. As well as language 
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Vejer, Spanish Trip

classes each day, we ventured out around 
the local town for a guided historical tour 
and treasure hunt and visited the nearby 
city of Cádiz. We also had the opportunity 
to meet with local high school students for 
some conversation practice and spent time 
with the residents in the local care home. It 
turns out Year 13 are pretty good at playing 
bingo! As staff, we were very proud of our 
pupils for how well they engaged with the 
people we spent time with and for how well 
they represented our school. They have all 
grown in confidence and benefitted from lots 
of Spanish in preparation for their exams in May!

¡Suerte chicos!
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SKI TRIP
In February 2020, 60 Lagan College students and 6 staff 
travelled to Claviere, Italy for the annual ski trip.  As we 
approached the beautiful scenery of the Italian Alps the 
excitement continued to build as the amount of snow was 
extreme.  For many of our students this was their first time 
skiing.  

In Claviere the conditions were superb and our groups 
all continued to progress and develop their skills on the 
slopes for 4 hours every day.  Our intermediate and 
advanced groups were skiing on red and black slopes 
by the second day.  All of our beginner groups were 
confidently skiing from the top of the mountain by the third 
day.

Apres ski in Italy was fantastic.  The students had a quiz 
style hunt around the town which was very exciting and 
energetic.  They also had a night of bum boarding, a 
hilarious challenge night, a very competitive quiz night, 
arcade and pool night and a torch light descent.  The 
evening activities were a lot of fun and gave us all a 
chance to experience the French culture and soak up the 
environment.

Apart from a few minor falls we all returned safely after 
an amazing week skiing in Italy.  The students behaved 
exceptionally well and although the staff were shattered 
the students were excellent ambassadors for Lagan 
College.
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SPOTLIGHT ON...
Year of joining Lagan College? 
1992

What was your childhood ambition? 
To be a concert pianist!

What were you like when you were at high 
school? 
I kept my head down - quiet, easily ‘scun-
dered’ (embarrassed), rarely in trouble, tried 
not to be noticed! I had a small group of 
great friends.

What were your first impressions of Lagan 
College?
Welcoming, purposeful, imaginative, lively, 
challenging (in a good way!)

Who inspires you? 
Lots of ‘ordinary’ people, but on the day I’m 
writing this – Ruth Bader Ginsberg.

What did you do to keep yourself busy 
during ‘Lockdown’?
Walking my dogs, playing and recording 
music, tried to learn Persian (very difficult!), 
teaching my mother to use an ipad (over the 
phone – also very difficult!).  Extreme pruning 
in my garden.

Describe yourself in three words. 
Scottish, musical, curious.

What kind of music do you like? 
All kinds of music, especially classical, folk, 
and bands from the last century!

If you could pick any actor/actress to play 
you in a film of your life story who would 
you choose? 
Younger me - Sally Hawkins (Padding-
ton); older me - Maggie Smith (Professor 
McGonagall).

 

MRS KILLICK
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Year of joining Lagan College? 
I joined Lagan College in 
September 2017. 
 
What was your childhood 
ambition?
My childhood ambition was to 
become a pilot!

What were you like when you 
were at high school?
I think I was probably pretty 
annoying to be honest. I liked to 
talk too much, but I did try hard. 
 
What were your first impressions 
of Lagan College?
My first impression of Lagan 
College was the size of it! I worked 
in a small school before and this 
was completely different.  In my first 
few weeks I met lots of great pupils 
and staff and I was impressed by 
how friendly everyone was to me. 

Who inspires you?
I really like watching athletics on 

TV, so I’d have to say someone like 
Mo Farah, I really enjoy running!

What did you do to keep yourself 
busy during ‘Lockdown’?
I cooked a lot of new foods and 
made a vegetable plot in my 
garden and have been enjoying 
eating it all over the past few 
months!
 
Describe yourself in three words.
Awkward, funny and patient. 
 
What kind of music do you like?
I love just listening to the radio in 
the car, really whatever is on, I’m 
not too fussy. 

If you could pick any actor/
actress to play you in a film of 
your life story who would you 
choose?
I’d love to say someone like 
Captain America, but I’m probably 
more likely to be played by Ant 
Man! 

 

MR RITCHIE
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Year of joining Lagan College?
August 2013

What was your childhood ambition?
To be a vet, or a joiner. 

What were you like when you were at high 
school?
I wasn’t the easiest pupil to have in class. I didn’t 
enjoy sports but did enjoy practical subjects like 
science and technology.

What were your first impressions of Lagan 
College?
I started just as the new building was being set up so 
it was a very busy period but the staff were all very 
welcoming.

Who inspires you?
 My wife. She is a nurse who worked in A&E 
throughout lockdown. She is dedicated to her 
job and also puts up with me and our 3 year old 
daughter. 

What did you do to keep yourself busy during 
‘Lockdown’?
I was working from home during lockdown so that 
kept me quite busy but we also moved house the 
week before lockdown so there was plenty to do 
there. 

Describe yourself in three words.
Very very tired.

What kind of music do you like?
I like the music from Les Miserables, U2, Ed Sheeran.
 
If you could pick any actor/actress to play you in a 
film of your life story who would you choose?
Ryan Reynolds, obviously.

 

MR BARRY

Year of joining Lagan College? 

I joined Lagan College in August 2010!  

 

What was your childhood ambition?

My childhood ambition was to become a teacher.

 

What were you like when you were at high school?

At high school I was very quiet, so nothing has changed!! I was quite a good 
student and I enjoyed my time throughout school.

 

What were your first impressions of Lagan College?

My first impressions of Lagan were “how am I ever going to find my way 
around?” and that was before the new school was built!! I also found Lagan to 
be very welcoming.

 

Who inspires you?

My mum really inspires me. As it was just the two of us when I was growing 
up, she showed me what it was like to be strong, especially in tough times & 
to never let anything get me down for too long. She always told me to “just do 
your best” and whatever the outcome, as long as I did my best she would be 
proud. This is something that I still strive to do today and want to pass on to 
young people who I meet. 

 

What did you do to keep yourself busy during ‘Lockdown’?

I have 2 young children who kept me very busy during lockdown! My days were 
filled with entertaining them and also trying to finish some home improvement 
projects…they are still ongoing! 

 

Describe yourself in three words.

I would describe myself as happy, caring and reliable. 

 

What kind of music do you like?

I like different kinds of music. Anything from pop, pop-rock, jazz & even a 
bit of country music! When I get the chance and my kids will let me listen to 
something other than Disney songs, I would mostly listen to Pink. 

If you could pick any actor/actress to play you in a film of your life story 
who would you choose?

I would choose Cameron Diaz as I have grown up watching a lot of her films 
and one of my favourites that she stars in is ‘The Holiday’.

 

MRS LEDDY
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Tyler Gould, Year 9, shaved his head during lockdown in order to raise funds for vital PPE for our NHS staff, which he delivered to the Nightingale 
Hospital in Belfast. Tyler doesn’t like getting his hair cut but his super idea raised a fantastic sum of £730!  We are all so proud of you Tyler!

Jamie Spiers, Year 13, dropped off Easter eggs for staff at the Ulster 
Hospital after his shift at work. Random acts of kindness and thanks go a 
long way! Very proud of you, Jamie!

Lagan College donated science and technology safety goggles and 
visors to the frontline NHS workers. A great idea from Dr Peter Kelly 
and Mrs Kelly.

PPE DONATION
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PPE DONATIONSTAIR CLIMB 
CHALLENGE 

STOREHOUSE

LOCKDOWN CAR 
WASH CHALLENGE 

Well done to everyone who completed the Stair Climb Challenge over 
lockdown. 

In Year 8, Emily Osborne climbed 62 flights of stairs to reach the top 
of Scrabo Tower, Holly Marner climbed the equivalent of Gyla Peri, a 
Himalayan mountain and Callum Taylor climbed Slieve Croob with 
his family.

In Year 9, Jack Hassard climbed the equivalent of the Colosseum 
in Rome in his back garden, Anna McCloskey climbed Brandon 
Mountain in Ireland, Dylan Gowdy climbed Cave Hill and Grace 
Brown got the whole family climbing various famous landmarks. 

Jamie Broadbent in Year 10 impressed us by climbing 12614 steps to 
scale the Empire State Building.Lagan College donated 

food to help those in 
need during lockdown. 
We donated £300 
worth of food via the 
Holywood Family Trust to 
the Bangor Storehouse 
and Baptist Church 
Foodbank Network.

Junior School were set the Recognise and Reward Challenge to wash a 
car over lockdown. If they couldn’t wash a car then maybe a bicycle or 
two instead! Many accepted the challenge and cars and bicycles were 
left gleaming.
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GANAWAY
On Tuesday 17th and Wednesday 18th 
September, all 240 new Year 8 pupils 
made the trip to Ganaway for an amazing 
adventure day! The weather was fantastic 
and we all had a great day! The day involved 
zip lines, rock climbing, high ropes courses, 
archery and assault courses. 

We started our day with lots of new 
information about how to be safe while 
completing the different activities and then 
we got stuck in! The zip line was 13 metres off 
the ground and 50 metres long, a really fast 
and exhilarating time, and lots of teachers 
did it too! We climbed up telegraph poles 
and jumped off heights during the high ropes 
course. We climbed over and under lots of 
obstacles during the assault course and had 
a great archery lesson with competitions to 
see who could score the most amount of 
points.  

It was a day of great fun, getting to know 
other pupils in the form classes, finding 
out more about the form teachers and just 
having a lot of fun along the way. The next 
day, everyone was shattered from the busy 
and active day that we had – a great way to 
start Year 8!
 
Mr Ritchie
Head of Year 8
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Freya Collins, Year 8, addressed the Year 9s in assembly and shared with them the 
speech she had written about mental health. Freya had already given her speech 
previously at the launch of the Report of Listening - a mental health conference at 
Stormont, which had been organised by the IEF.

Freya stated the importance, for us all, to focus on our mental health and wellbeing, 
referred to the various strategies that can be employed to help improve mental health 
and highlighted the benefits of talking to someone when we are struggling with our 
mental health. Such wise words from someone so young. 

For Freya, she noted that participating in sport improved her mental health and 
urged her peers not to suffer in silence.

FREYA COLLINS
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YEAR 8 ACHIEVEMENT ASSEMBLY
 
At our Year 8 achievement assembly we celebrated the successes of our new Year 8 pupils. They have been a great year group and we had the chance 
to recognise personal and academic achievements.
 
Mr Ritchie
Head of Year 8
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YEAR 10 ACHIEVEMENT ASSEMBLY
 
Pupils were awarded for 100% Attendance in Term 1, Top Form Class Attendance (Mr Baird’s class with 95.8%), Top Boy and Top Girl 
in each teaching set, Excellence in Effort and Top Pupil in each subject.  Lucy Waterson, Lucy Brown and Shona O’Connor were top in 
two subjects and Georgia Deans was outstanding as she was top in FIVE subjects!  Prestigious Ethos trophies were awarded to Rachael 
McNamee, Cameron Fraser, 
Casey Rix, Nida Gutauskaite, Connell McKeown, Rory O’Hagan, Hibak Sharif and Caleb Morrsion – well done everyone!
 
Ms M Bell & Mrs S Todd 
Heads of Year 10

Year 9 had their annual 
Achievement Assembly 
in January. This was a 
lovely occasion whereby 
Heads of Year celebrated 
student’s personal and 
academic achievements, 
alongside their Form 
Teachers and Head of 
Junior School (Mrs Grant).

We are so very proud of 
this year group and all their 
fantastic accolades!
 
Mrs M Mills & Ms F Smyth
Heads of Year 9

YEAR 9 
ACHIEVEMENT 
ASSEMBLY
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Results
GCSE RESULTS DAY
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A’ LEVEL RESULTS DAY
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Sports

Congratulations to James Rainey, Year 9, 
who was a fighting champion in the recent 
Silverbridge Boxing Championships. The event 
took place in Newry, where James was placed 
first in his weight category.

A great wee boxer with a promising future! 
We are very proud of James’ sporting success!
 
Ms F Smyth
Head of Year 9

AND THE 
WINNER IS... Ulster Championships, 

Mallusk, Wednesday 26th 
Feb 2020
In a brilliant first for Lagan, our XC Team 
was represented by three runners. All 
three put in performances to make us 
proud in what Don Miguel described as 
some of the “worst conditions” he’d ever 
seen an event take place. Joanna Sherry 
finished 32nd, Callum Thompson 64th 
and Lily Moore 21st. Excellent results 
against the best runners in Ulster.

CROSS COUNTRY
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Ulster Championships
Determination, fortitude, team-work. These 
qualities were in abundance as a very strong 
Lagan XC team stepped onto a freezing 
Delamont Country Park. The support and 
backing for each other encouraged our 
competitors to great success. Three runners 
stormed to a qualifying finish in the Ulster 
Championships: Lily Moore, Callum Thompson 
and Joanna Sherry – an amazing achievement!

Many thanks to Emma Holt and Matthew 
Diamond for their excellent coaching of the 
team on the day. Thanks also to Don Miguel, 
Mrs Fullerton, Mr Stokes and Mr Sowney for 
preparing the team so well. Come and join the 
XC Team on Thursday afternoons and add to 
Lagan’s reputation as a “strong running
school”.

Great day for the Cross Country team. 
Our runners did very well in all the races 
they took part, some of them taking the 
full podium.

Year 9 boys won the team event, with 
Elijah Rutherford taking second place 
overall. Year 10 girls destroyed the field, 
winning 1st, 2nd and 3rd places (Joanna 

Sherry, Lara Gibson and Alana Walker), 
and also winning the team event.

Callum Thompson finished 1st and 
Noah Mitchell 3rd in the Year 10 race, 
bringing home a 2nd place in the team 
event.

And last but not least, our Lady 
Captain, Lily Collins. Lily finished 2nd 

in the Year 12 girls category. She ran 
in a mixed race of boys and girls from 
Years 10, 11 and 12, finishing in the top 5 
overall.

All that training paid off!

Mr P Mulholland

DISTRICTS, DELAMONT, WEDNESDAY 29TH JAN 2020

Callum Thompson, Lily Moore and Joanna Sherry.
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YOUTH OLYMPICS ICE HOCKEY
Carter Hamill was selected to represent Team GB at the Youth Olympics in January, 2020. Carter and 
another Junior Giant are the only two youths from Northern Ireland to represent Great Britain at the Youth 
Olympics so this is a great achievement.

Carter was presented with his official kit at the Great Britain Olympic Headquarters in London and 
attended several different seminars, including media training. 

Carter and his family all travelled to Lausanne, Switzerland on 6th January 2020 and returned on 21st 
January.  
Outside of the Olympics, both Cameron and his brother Carter have now been confirmed on the Scottish 
National Team again this year and are also in the final stage of the selection process for the GB under 
16s team. 

We wish both boys good luck for their Under 16 selection for Team GB. We are all very proud of Carter 
and Cameron’s achievements.

EMMA-ROSE PASSES
FOOTBALL TRIAL
Congratulations to Emma- Rose Fuller, Year 11, who passed the 
first trial at the de Havilland 
Campus, University of 
Hertfordshire, and was 
subsequently selected to 
play for the England’s Deaf 
Women’s Futsal football team. 

After training and 
assessments at Lilleshall 
National Sports Centre, 
Emma-Rose was invited to 
the National Emerging Talent 
Programme and attended 
camps at Lilleshall over 
the holidays to support her 
transition into England’s Deaf 
Women’s Senior Football 
squad.

We are so proud of Emma-
Rose and she is delighted 
to be on the England U16 
Football squad!
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FOOTBALL RESULTS
NORTH DOWN LEAGUE CUP, 
BELFAST CUP AND NI CUP.
Quick overview of results below
followed by match reports.
 
Year 8  
St Colmans 0  - Lagan 7,
Lagan 9 - Nendrum 1,
Lagan 3 - La Salle 1,
Lagan 5 - Dungannon 3
 
Year 9
Lagan have beaten all the teams in their 
section, DLS, Blackwater, St Colmans and 
Nendrum, all by high scores. 5,6,8 and 9 goals 
in each game. In the Belfast Cup v OLSPCK  1 - 1 
draw at their place and a 4 - 0 win at home.
 
Year 10
Beat  DLS 3 - 1 away on 26th Nov. Beat 
Saintfield at home 4 - 0 and lost on penalties to 
ERC in the Belfast Cup after a great game that 
ended 2 - 2. Nendrum and Movilla have pulled 
out.
 
Year 11
Saintfield 1 - Lagan 2
Lagan 3 -  Bangor 2.

Two cracking games played in great spirit. Big 
victory against the famous La Salle team in the 
Belfast Cup, winning 1-0 at home.
 
Year 12
Cup match  Lagan 5  - Nendrum  1.  Lost 2 - 1 
away to Ballyclare Secondary in the NI cup.  
Beat Model B in the Belfast Cup 4 - 0.
 
Years 13/14
Beat Sperrin College 7 - 1 away in the NI cup, 
then Impact College 3 - 1 after extra time. Beat 
Hazelwood 8 - 0 and drew 2 - 2 with Regent B 
in the Belfast cup, with Rathmore to come.
Lost to a strong Enniskillen College in the NI cup 
last 16, 3 - 1 at home

BELFAST CUP RESULTS
Year 8
Belfast Cup U12    Lagan College 3  - La Salle 1
 
Year 9
Play a replay with OLSPCK Tues 26th November
 
Year 10
Played ERC Thursday 14th November. The 
game was a smasher.  Lagan were 2 nil down 
and stormed back to 2 - 2.  The game went to a 
penalty shoot-out and we lost narrowly.
 
Years 13/14
Played Hazelwood. This was a runaway for 
Lagan College.  We won 8 - 0 with John-Joe 
McDonald getting 4 goals and Ben Labourn 
3 plus 1 other.  6th Form also drew 2 - 2 with 
Regent House.   
 
Year 11
Played Saintfield. Won 2 - 1. It was a very tight 
game and we got two goals in the last minute. 
The two goals were by Ryan McGoldrick 

and Troy Beattie. Nathan Leckey and Gary 
McDonald both got man of the match.
 
Sixth Form won 7 - 1 against Sperrin. Ben 
Labourn scored 2, John-Joe McDonald scored 
3, Oran Magee scored 1 and there was 1 OG. 
Mathew Winchester, Charley Cooley, John-Joe 
McDonald and Josh Smyth all got MOTM.
 
Year 12
Lost 2 - 1 to Ballyclare Secondary. Adam Russell 
scored and man of the match goes to Jak 
Bailey-McStravick.
 
Year 12
Won 5 - 1 against Nendrum. Charlie Lindsay 
scored 4 and Nathan Leckey scored 1.
 
Year 8
Played La Salle in the Belfast Cup. They won 
3 - 1. Cillian Connolly scored 1 and Callum 
Black scored 2. It was a great game because 
they came back from being 0 - 1 down. Pierce 
Hurley, Callum Black, Reece Bell and Brendan 
Seeran all got MOTM.
 
6th Form
Won 8 - 0 v Hazelwood. John-Joe McDonald 
scored 4 and Ben Labourn scored 3. 
 
Year 10
Played ERC and drew 2 - 2 it was great game 
and they came back from 0 - 2 down. Noah 
Mitchell and James McIlwaine both scored 

1 but then lost on penalties. Darren Kalenji, 
Callum Thompson and Jamie all got MOTM.
 
Year 10
Played DLS and won 3 - 1. Callum Thompson, 
James McIlwaine and Darren Kalenji all scored. 
Good performances by Jack Kerr, Beryl Landry 
and Jamie Auld.
 
Year 9
Played OLSPCK. It was a replay in the Belfast 
Cup. The boys won 4 - 0, it was a great team 
performance on a really horrible day. Peter 
Murchan and Kenzie Beattie both scored 2.
 
Year 12
Played against Boys Model (b) team and won 
4 - 0. Goals scored by Charlie Lindsay 2, JP 
McCallum and Ryan Scott.
 
6th Form
Lost 3 - 1 to Enniskillen College in the NI cup. 
Goals scored by John-Joe McDonald. A very 
tight match and Goalkeeper Connor McNulty 
was MOTM with some fantastic saves.
 
Year 8
Played Dungannon IC in the NI cup. We won 
5 - 3 with 3 goals by Kyle Murphy, Cillian 
Connolly and Callum Black. It was a great team 
performance.
 
Year 10
Played Saintfield and won 4 - 0.

Year 8 A Team.

Year 8 B Team.
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FOOTBALL

Year 9 A Team.

Year 9 B Team.

Year 10 Team.
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Year 11 Team.

Year 12 Team.

Sixth Form Team.
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A GAME OF 3 HALVES
In October our girls competed in 
the Game of 3 Halves Event at 
Cliftonville. 

They had the opportunity to 
be coached by the IFA, GAA and 
Ulster Rugby coaches along with 
Year 10 girls from Hazelwood 
Integrated, Priory Integrated and 
Girls Model Belfast (as part of 
the Sport Uniting Communities 
initiative).

It was a fantastic morning of 
trying out a new sport, learning 
new skills and mixing with others. 
Our girls were sociable as always 
and threw themselves into the 
experience, even sharing their 
sandwiches at the end!
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Team: U12XI Coach: Miss Haughian & Miss McMullan  Captain: TBC  Vice-captain: TBC

Date Opposition  Competition Score  Most Valuable Player Goal scorer

Lagan A
21.10.19 Lagan B   ND 7 a-side L 1-0  Natasha Lynas
 Strangford College  ND 7 a-side  W 2-1  Eva Hession  Natasha Lynas and Eva Hession
 Lagan C   ND 7 a-side L 3-0  Adrina Elwood
 Lagan D   ND 7 a-side W 1-0  Eva Hession  Louise Brown
 Bangor Academy  ND 7 a-side W 1-0  Elwood Natasha Lynas
 Saintf ield HS ND 7 a-side Ll-0 Emily Gibson
 Nendrum College ND 7 a-side Wl-0 Anna Caskey Eva Hession & Louise Brown

Lagan B
21.10.19 Lagan A   ND 7 a-side W 1-0  Freya Collins  Brooke Murray
 Nendrum College  ND 7 a-side W 3-0  Elizabeth O’Rourke  Katie Amerello, Freya Collins,
           Elizabeth O’Rourke
 Lagan D   ND 7 a-side W 4-0  Brooke Murray  Katie Amerello, Brooke Murray,
           Elizabeth O’Rourke x 2
 Saintfield HS B  ND 7 a-side W 2-1  Freya Collins  Freya Collins x 2
 Lagan C   ND 7 a-side L 2-1  Elizabeth O’Rourke  Lauren Wilson
 Saintfield HS A  ND 7 a-side D 0-0  Victoria Millar
 Strangford College  ND 7 a-side D 0-0  Lauren Wilson
 Bangor Academy  ND 7 a-side D 0-0  Brooke Murray

Team: U13AXI Coach: Mrs Dodd     Captain: Hannah Kelly Vice-captain: Cara Crone

Date Opposition  Competition Score  Most Valuable Player Goal scorer

7.9.19 Grosvenor  Friendly    *Cancelled*
14.9.19 SL 1 - Wellington  Superleague 0-0  Laura Carrothers
28.9.19 SL 2 - Antrim GS  Superleague L 4-1  Veronika Folborska  Veronika Folborska
3.10.19 Regent   Friendly  W 1-0  Sophie Boldt  Sophie Boldt
5.10.19 SL3 - Foyle and londonderry Superleague 1-1  Sophie Boldt  Sophie Boldt
12.10.19 Wellington  Friendly  W 4-0  Hannah Kelly  Veronika Folborska (x2), Sophie Boldt 
           Julia Okon
19.10.19 Bloomfield  Friendly  L 6-0  Cara Crone

Team: U13BXI Coach: Angela Parker    Captain: Erin Dunlop Vice-captain: Jessica Carson

Date Opposition  Competition Score  Most Valuable Player Goal scorer

26.9.19 Regent House  Friendly  L 1-0  Jessica Carson
28.9.19 SL 2 - Antrim GS  Super league L 3-1  Erin Dunlop  Jessica Carson
5.10.19 Sl3 - Foyle and londonderry Super league L 1-0  Hayley Nicolls
19.10.19 Bloomfield  Friendly  L 3-0  Erin Dunlop

HOCKEY RESULTS 2019/20
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Team: 1st XI Coach: Miss Holt     Captain:   Vice-captain:

Date Opposition  Competition Score  Most Valuable Player Goal scorer

7.9.19 Grosvenor  Friendly  1-1  Mia Little   Isabella Ferriera
14.9.19 SL 1 - Wellington  Super League 3-2  Natalie Purvis  Rachel Mooney, Shauna McKinley
28.9.19 SL 2 - Antrim GS  Super League 8-1  Isabella Ferriera  Shauna McKinley
5.10.19 SL 3 - Foyle and Londonderry Super League 9-0  Jessica Fields
11.10.19 Strabane Academy  McDowell Cup 2-0  Charlotte Mellon  Sarah Duggan
12.10.19 Wellington  Friendly  6-1  Isabella Ferreira  Reegan Neill-McKenzie
19.10.19 Bloomfield  Friendly  5-1  Sarah Duggan  Sarah Duggan

Team: 2nd XI Coach: Miss McMullan    Captain:   Vice-captain:

Date Opposition  Competition Score  Most Valuable Player Goal scorer

7.9.19 Grosvenor  Friendly  L 2-1  Alice Kelly   Rebecca O’ Brien
14.9.19 SL 1 Wellington  Friendly  D 1- 1  Niamh Loughran  Amber-Rose Donaldson
28.9.19 SL 2 - Antrim GS  Friendly  L 4- 1  Lola Kinghan  Reegan Neill-McKenzie
5.10.19 SL 3 - Foyle and Londonderry Friendly  L 4 - 0  Sophie Thompson  N/A
12.10.19 Wellington  Friendly  W 2-0  Rachael Mooney  Ellie Crowe (x2)
19.10.19 Bloomfield  Friendly  L 2-1  Tilly McKee  Reegan Neill-McKenzie

Team: lst XI Coach: Miss Holt     Captain:   Vice-captain:

Date Opposition  Competition Score  Most Valuable Player Goal scorer

7.9.19 Grosvenor  Friendly  1-1  Mia Little   Isabella Ferriera
14.9.19 SL 1 Wellington  Super League 3-2  Natalie Purvis  Rachel Mooney, Shauna McKinley
28.9.19 SL 2 - Antrim GS  Super League 8-1  Isabella Ferriera  Shauna McKinley
5.10.19 Sl3 - Foyle and Londonderry Super League 9-0  Jessica Fields
11.10.19 Strabane Academy  McDowell Cup 2-0  Charlotte Mellon  Sarah Duggan
12.10.19 Wellington  Friendly  6-1  Isabella Ferreira  Reegan Neill-McKenzie
19.10.19 Bloomfield  Friendly  5-1  Sarah Duggan  Sarah Duggan
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I had the pleasure of accompanying four 
members of the fantastic Year 9 Lagan 
College football team to the prestigious Sports 
Personality of the Year Awards.

It was a lovely event which featured 
attendance from sports personalities across the 
country, including Mary Peters, etc.

To top the evening off, the Lagan College 
Year 9 football team won the prestigious title 
of ‘School Sports Team of the Year 2019’. The 
award featured nominees from schools across 
NI and also represented a wide variety of 
sporting teams.

To say I was impressed with the boys’ 
conduct at the event is an understatement. 
On a couple of occasions throughout the 
evening, they were requested to speak through 
a microphone in front of a large audience of 
attendees. They expressed sincere gratitude 
to Mr McCloskey (who nominated them for the 
award) and the members of staff who assisted 
with their coaching.

On behalf of Mrs Mills and I, I wish to thank 
Mr McCloskey, Matt and all the members of 
the football coaching team who continue to 
support the Year 9 football squad throughout 
their successes.
 
Miss F Smyth
Head of Year 9

SPORTS 
PERSONALITY OF 
THE YEAR AWARD
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Open Day

Lagan College held its annual Open Day for prospective Primary 7 students on Saturday 11th January. Children 
were given the opportunity to sample the subjects that are offered at Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4. Prospective 
students, and their parents, enjoyed the experiments in the Science Department, cooking demonstrations in the 
HE Department and ‘Mark Hearld’ bird making in the Art Department, as well as many other activities which 
were on offer throughout the morning.

The Principal, supported by the Head Boy, Head Girl and Year 8 students, delivered four talks during the Open Day and many of our students volun-
teered to come in and act as tour guides or help out in various departments. A very enjoyable morning was had by all and we can’t wait to see some of 
our visitors again this coming September when we welcome a new Year 8 intake.
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Looking back:Looking back:Looking back:

After many years in the planning, Miss 

Atkinson and I fi nally got the chance to 

visit our link school Doane Stuart in Albany, 

new York State. Lagan College has been 

running a link programme for six years and 

many families have hosted American senior 

students and in return, annually two Year 

14 students have spent a gap year long 

immersion programme in America.

Journeying alongside the Hudson River by 

train in the fall was truly spectacular. After 

hours of travel, we were overwhelmed 

by the kindness and hospitality that we 

were shown when greeted by the newly 

appointed Principal, Pamela Clarke, and 

our long standing friends Seamus and Patti 

Hodgkinson - both amazing teachers in this 

unique 4-18 college. Seamus himself is a 

native of West Belfast. 

At present, former Lagan College students 

Dylan Boyd and natasha Russell are 

attending Doane Stuart and it was great 

to get a chance to refl ect on similarities 

and differences between the two schools. 

Ironically, Doane Stuart was established 

as an ecumenical college set up by 

Episcopalian Bishop, William Crosswell 

Doane, and Catholic Mother, Janet Stuart,  

many years ago - the connections with the 

Lagan College story were clear. 

Having soaked up Albany life, we headed 

to new York to get a taste of the ‘Big Apple’ 

and devise an itinerary for Lagan College 

students to visit new York in the near 

future. We were fortunate to visit an inner 

city school, The Trevor Day School, as well 

as enjoy the highlights of Times Square, 

Broadway and the Empire State Building. 

Without doubt the 9/11 site and visitor 

centre was the most moving place that 

we have visited in our whole lifetimes. It is 

very emotional to comprehend how much 

hurt humans can infl ict on one another, the 

poignant links to trauma, loss and pain at 

home and around the world overwhelmed 

us as we read messages, watched footage 

and listened to audio. 

The wonders of FaceTime meant we were 

able to keep in touch with our families and 

respond to emails - the joys of technology!  

A once in a lifetime opportunity that we 

really appreciated. We now await Seamus, 

Patti and Doane Stuart students visiting in 

early February 2015. 

Mrs A Mcnamee
Principal
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North doWN
dIStrIct LEAguE
Years 8, 10 and 11 reached the finals of our 
North Down district league only to lose out in 
very closely fought games. The Year 8 team 
lost on penalties and the Year 10 and 11 teams 
both lost 2-0 after missing a lot of goal-scoring 
chances.  Thanks to all the coaches who helped 
our teams and to all our teachers and leaders 
for their support.

YEAR 9S

YEAR 8S

YEAR 10S

YEAR 11S

gaelic Success!
After 33 years providing integrated schooling, 
Lagan College took to the field in an Ulster 
Colleges Competition for the very first time in 
September. Integrated education supporters 
hope this will help dispel myths that the sector 
is ‘neutral’ and instead show how schools 
embrace all cultures equally. Gaelic games 
have been played on and off over the years 
since Lagan first opened in 1981. The school 
previously had an All-Ireland winning captain 
on its staff. DJ Kane, who lifted the Sam 
Maguire in 1994, was a PE teacher there in 
the 1990s. This year marks the first time that 
an integrated school will take part in multiple 
Ulster Colleges competitions, starting with the 
Faul Cup. New red, black and yellow GAA kits 
were also unveiled. Teacher, Mr A McAfee, 
said interest in Gaelic games is increasing 
every week and the school is now in a 
position to field teams across five different 
year groups. A new GAA pitch at the school, 
he said, had helped Gaelic football thrive. 
“Gaelic games used to be an extra curricular 
activity but we wanted it to be more than just 
extra curricular filler,” Mr McAfee said. “We 

took a gamble and started a team in Year 8 to 
see if we could get the numbers. It has now 
grown to having five teams who are going to 
play in the elite Ulster Colleges. It has become 
a massive success. We have players from 
Protestant and Catholic backgrounds, some 
who maybe were soccer players and thought 
they would give it a go. The hope is to make it 
a successful Gaelic games club.”

Sean McGourty of Ulster Colleges welcomed 
the addition of Lagan and said any similar 

school wishing to enter elite competition, or 
simply start playing Gaelic games, would 
receive support. “The school crosses both 
cultures and has been playing soccer. It 
is only now that we are scratching at the 
surface. The gospel is beginning to spread,” 
he said. “It is the ethos of those schools. If 
they are already playing soccer the onus is 
on them to look at Gaelic games. “If there are 
pupils at those schools who have an interest 
in Gaelic games, it is only right that they are 
afforded the opportunity to play.”

As Design & Build contractor, GRAHAM Construction was 
delighted to partner Lagan College in the delivery of this 
outstanding, state-of-the-art educational facility.  

GRAHAM Facilities Management continues this partnership 
providing the school with a comprehensive solution for their 
maintenance & facilities services needs.
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In June we wished farewell to our Year 14. 
The term ended with the traditional barbecue 
and fancy dress, this year’s theme was 
“Superheroes” and there was a range of wild 
and wacky costumes. The day began with an 
enthusiastic Staff vs Students game of netball 
that demonstrated two things. 

Firstly, the athleticism of our record-breaking 
Senior Netball team, who won every competition 
they were entered for and secondly that even 
athleticism is no match when you’re playing 
twice as many teachers who are not really 
sure of the rules and are happy to bend them 
anyway if it means scoring a goal.

At the Progress File Ceremony we took time to 
refl ect on the past seven years. The evening 
was both a time for celebration and poignant 
refl ection. Mr Hare congratulated the students 
for their hard work throughout their time at 
Lagan, explaining this was clearly apparent in 
the results the group had attained so far. 

He then went on to share some personal 
memories of his time with Year 14, including 

some anecdotes of the last year, before looking 
to what the future might hold for the students. 
He concluded by asking everyone to promise 
to return in ten years time to celebrate again 
together.

The evening took place against a backdrop of 
a stunning exhibition of the students’ artwork 
and the showcase of talent did not end there as 
parents, students and teachers were entertained 
by two choral pieces from the Year 14 members 
of the school choir and from a wonderful clarinet 
solo from Daniel Zanker-Ovalle.

The assembly concluded with a fi nal message 
from Stephen Hare (Head Boy) and Rosie Killick 
(Head Girl), who both took the time to thank all 

of their teachers for 
their contributions 
throughout their time 
at the school. They 
fi nished by refl ecting 
on the friendships 
made for life at 
Lagan College.

We wish every 
single student the 
best of luck for the 
future, and hope 
that each and every one keeps in touch.

of their teachers for 
their contributions 
throughout their time 
at the school. They 
fi nished by refl ecting 
on the friendships 

single student the 
best of luck for the 
future, and hope 

YEAR 14 PROGRESS FILE CEREMONY

14 VOICES

SENIOR PRIZE GIVING
Lagan College also celebrated student success  at our annual Senior Prize Evening in October, proudly watched by parents, staff, 

governors and guests. Special Guest of Honour at the event was Mr Richard Sherry, one of the original 28 pupils who fi rst attended 

Lagan College when it opened in 1981. Richard took the opportunity to share his personal career path in the printing business, which 

has led him to his current position as Production Manager at The Ulster Tatler, with the students and spoke about how important 

integrated education is to him and his family. His wife, Sarah, is also a former pupil of the College and their daughter Amy began her 

secondary education in Year 8 this September. An array of awards were presented including those for: Excellence in Effort, Academic 

Achievement, Outstanding Service and Sporting Achievement. Mrs McNamee, Principal, spoke of achievements and successes 

throughout the year.  Esther Moore played ‘Eindau’ on the piano and Daniel Zanker Ovalle  played ‘Gabriel’s Oboe’ by Faure. A 

senior girls choral group sang ‘The Wedding’ from Miss Saigon and Lucas MacPherson, Paddy McKeown & Daniel Zanker Ovalle 

performed ‘There is a Light That Never Goes Out’ by The Smiths. Congratulations to all of our prize winners!

COUNTDOWN 
COMES TO LAGAN
Year 8 students were kept busy in form classes 
practicing for the Countdown competition in 
May. Each team competed against other teams 
in their form class, completing both number 

and letters rounds before fi nishing with the 
‘crucial countdown conundrum’.
The winners of the form class heats were:
8MRG  Team Name
8KDY The Banter Squad
8FRL Little Einsteins
8NB Lagan Unicorns
8CNL Harland and Wolfi es

8QN  We’ll not win
8BAB The Gals
8YNG The Rolos
The inter-form class fi nals were held and the 
overall winners were:

MATHS

8BAB - The Gals:
Claire Patterson, Lara Nolan, Kylie McAleese, Emily Holden and Amy Sherry.

8KDY - The Banter Squad:
Caolan Prenter, Ben McCusker, Ryan Adams 
and Stephen Adrao

Integrated 
Education 
Week
Lagan College students celebrated ‘Interna-
tional  Integration Week’ at Stormont Buildings. 
Niamh Gibson, Year 13, welcomed everyone 
to the event in Irish. It  was a lovely occasion 
enjoyed by primary and post  primary students 
from a wide variety of integrated schools.

VOICES 49

After hundreds of hours of rehearsals, technical 
design, set painting and prop making, 
Lagan College proudly presented its musical 
production ‘Hercules the Legend’. The show 
ran for three consecutive evenings in October 
and there was also a matinee performance for 
some of our feeder primary schools.

Lucas MacPherson & Michael Sage both 
played the lead role of ‘Hercules’ to perfection. 
Jason Kelly, delivered a spectacular 
performance of ‘Hades’ and Jamila Love, 
was fantastic playing the part of ‘Meg’. Tony 

Salami played the part of ‘Phil’ with perfect 
comic timing and Paddy McKeown was a hit 
with younger audience members in the role of 
‘Pegasus’. The ‘Goddesses’ were spectacularly 
played by Rosie Killick, Kirstie Morrow, Sophie 
Fusco-McKeown, Meadbh Donnellly, Katie 
Killick, Chantelle McAteer and Lucie Giaccardi.

The singing was of a particularly high calibre 
again this year and, despite the songs being 
technically difficult, each song was delivered to 
an extremely high standard. The story unfolded 
in front of an amazing set, which had been 

painted by Mrs Cooke, Mr Burch and Mrs Hill. 
The lighting and sound was managed by Mr 
Elliot and past pupil Peter Gunning.

Many students and members of staff worked 
behind the scenes, but special mention must 
go to our two very talented Musical Directors, 
Mrs  Donnelly and Mrs Killick, who worked 
tirelessly to deliver such an outstanding 
production.  They really did themselves and the 
College proud! Congratulations to everyone 
who was involved! A few stars have certainly 
been born!

hercules the leGenD
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LAGAN COLLEGE 
CALENDAR 2020-2021CALENDAR 2020-2021CALENDAR 2020-2021

TERM 1
AUGUST 2020
Thursday 20th August  GCSE Level Results 
Monday 24th August  Year 14 Induction 
Tuesday 25th August  Year 12 Induction 
Wednesday 26th August  Year 12 and Year 14
    classes resume 
Thursday 27th August  Year 13 Induction 
Friday 28th August   Year 8 Induction 
Monday 31st August  Bank Holiday – No School 

SEPTEMBER 2020
Tuesday 1st September  Year 11 Induction 
Tuesday 1st September  Year 12 and Year 14 classes 
Wednesday 2nd September  Year 10 Induction 
Wednesday 2nd September  Year 12 and Year 14 classes 
Thursday 3rd September  Year 9 Induction 
Thursday 3rd September  Year 12 and Year 14 classes 
Friday 4th September  Years 11 - 14 classes on
    timetable only 
Monday 7th September  Whole School resumes 

OCTOBER 2020
Friday 23RD October  Year 8 Parent Teacher Meeting 
    (Form Teachers only) am 
    Year 9 Parent Teacher Meeting 
    (pm) 
Tuesday 27th –
Friday 30th October  Half Term 

NOVEMBER 2020
Monday 2nd November  Whole School Return 

DECEMBER 2020
Tuesday 15th December  Year 13 Parent Teacher 
    Meeting (am) 
    Year 14 Parent Teacher
    Meeting (pm) 
Friday 18th December  Christmas Holidays begin 
Monday 21st December –
Friday 1st January (inclusive)  Christmas Holidays 

JANUARY 2021
Monday 4th January  Year 12 Only attend –
    Progress Day 
Tuesday 5th January  Whole School Return 

Thursday 28th January  Year 10 Parent Teacher 
    Meeting (am) 
    Year 12 Parent Teacher 
    Meeting (pm) 

FEBRUARY 2021
Monday 15th –
Friday 19th February  Mid Term Break 

MARCH 2021
Wednesday 17th March  St Patrick’s Day Holiday 

Thursday 18th March  Year 8 Parent Teacher Meeting 
    (am) 
    Year 11 Parent Teacher Meeting 
    (pm)
Tuesday 30th March –
Friday 9th April (inclusive)  Easter Holidays

MAY
Monday 3rd May   May Day Holiday 

JUNE
Friday 26th June   Summer Holidays commence

*Please check the College website for updates to the calendar 
throughout the year.
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“LAGAN COLLEGE”

OFFICIAL STOCKIST LAGAN COLLEGE

254-256 Woodstock Road, Belfast BT6 9DN
Tel: (028) 9045 8372    Email: Littlesmenswear@gmail.com

Visit our website: www.littlesmenswear.com

NOW STOCKING BOYS 6TH FORM BLAZERS

REG, SLIM & SKINNY FIT

Habitat’s 
Online 
Escape Room

www.habitatni.co.uk

Join us as we travel the world and visit Habitat projects in this 
online expedition. We hope you will have fun as you complete 
the challenging puzzles and exciting games. We also hope 
that you will learn more about why housing is vital in breaking 
the cycle of poverty and in helping to drive the sustainable 
development goals. That’s why Habitat is focused on building 
a world where everyone has a safe place to live.  

So pack your bag and sign up for the journey!

www.habitatonlineexpedition.ie

Volunteer 
in ReStore
Got a few hours to spare and want to make a difference in our 
community?

Volunteer at Habitat ReStore where there are volunteering 
opportunities for people of all backgrounds. Your commitment can 
provide learning and experience, which benefits volunteers too! 

ReStore volunteers must be 16 years or older, apply on our 
website now!

www.habitatni.co.uk/restore

Raise your 
voice
At Habitat for Humanity we believe that every man, woman 
and child should have a safe place to live.

By 2030, 1 in 4 people will live in poor housing conditions. The 
fast-moving challenge posed by the COVID-19 pandemic adds 
another urgent reason to ensure that people can shelter at 
home and protect their health and families.

Raise your voice, learn more and sign our petition!

www.habitatni.co.uk/petition 
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121-131 Woodstock Road, Belfast BT6 8AB
www.gowdys.net

gowdys.schoolwear@gmail.com
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